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IN1RODUCTION 

Strategies ue simply defined as sets of actions aimed at maintaining or expanding profits and 
market shares. For the sake of clarity it may be useful to distinguish broad categories of strategies 
attording to the main variable acted upon: cost, process, product. price, and organization. In practice, 
however, firms never mnfine their action to a single variable; therefore, actual strategies are more complex 
than as categorized here. 

LEATIIER AND LEATHER PRODUCTS FIRMS 
L'I A CHANGING ENVIRONMENT 

Competition before and after the seventies 

During the seventies, the leather and leather product industries became the theatre of intensified 
mmpetition. 

Not that competition did not exist before. The 2D years following World War II saw, for imtance, 
the most active phase of a structural shift of the leather-related industries from the richest European 
muntries of the North to the Mediterranean basin. In the United States too the centre of gravity of 
production moved from richer to poorer States such as Tennessee. 

Thus rMrket shares were reshuffled to an extent which was by no means negligible. Yet. the 
mmpetitive climate was never as tense as it became during the seventies. Three circumstances explain why 
mmpetition was felt less acutely. 

First, in those times, countries losing ground in leather-related industries had no employment 
problem. Growth seemed set on a boundless growing path that would not only ensure full employme~t 
but even require a continuous switch to more capital intensity. In this euphoria, rich countries were only 
too happy to release labour-intemive industries to make room for capital-intensive ones.1 

Second, at that time the households of Europe saw growth as a chance to acquire more of the basic 
products tlut war and the economic crisis that preceded it had placed out of their reach. Footwear, was 
one of these products and the fabrication of footwear absorbed three-quarters of the leather tanned in 
Europe. Demand to the leather industry was thus buoyant enough for all, winners and losers of market 
shares, to remain in business. Table 1 shows that in those days countries losing market shares could 
nevertheless expand production as occurred in France, the Netherlands and West Germany. Losing markets 
meant growing - slower than the competition - but growing. 

Third, before the seventies leather and leather products were made almost exclusively in developed 
countries and by small firms luring trade away from national or, even more frequently, from local markets. 
Production procesSl!S and technology employed were common to all the firms. Differences in labour costs 
were not very great among developed countries - or, more relevant to the leather and leather products 
industrie:;, among the under rleveloped areas of developed countries. With the same technology .and similar 
factor costs no firms had a dominant cost therefore, price-cutting, the most drastic form of competition, was 
not a long-term option. 

1 A• • rnull nf lhi~ lrrnd. nul af lhl' 16.000 f<WICwru firm~ lh•I lhr F.C caunlnl in 19116. 9,400 wrrr loc•ll.'d in ll•ly anJ 4.900 in 
Gr-, Spain •nJ rnrtvp;al; lhr!!C' four cnunlrin alw .tCCC'IUnled fnr 90 ""'CC'nl "'lhl' :l.900 F.C l•nncrin. 
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Tllhk 1 

Leather shoes industries of selected countries 

Number of Production 
COUNTRY Year (1,000 pairs) 

fKtories employees 

The Netherlands 1950 369 15,000 10,000 
1970 123 10,000 23,000 

Sweden 1950 259 11,000 11,000 
1970 34 2,000 5,500 

West Germany 1950 740 80,000 78,000 

France 

Italy 

Spain 

1970 m 84.000 150,000 

1950 660 43,000 68,000 

1970 320 50,000 127,000 

1950 1,800 15,000 40,000 
1970 7,840 235,000 295,000 

1950 1,440 41,000 20,000 
1970 1,790 32.000 99,000 

SoURCE:&t., Th. J.: Shoemakers in • shrinking world. Speech lo /. maican Footwear Industry 
Associ•lion, BATA Umiled, Don Mills (TOl'onlo). Quoted in Boon, G. K.: Technology ud 
Employment in Footwur Manufxluring. Sijlhoff Md Noonlhoff, Alphm •n den Rijn. Tmle 
7.10, p. 141. 

More generally, in markets where competition was mainly an affair among small firms with about 
the same costs, no finn could expect to exert much impact on the behavior of other firms. Of course, from 
time to time a firm would go for short-term price competition, in the hope of solving a temporary capacity 
problem by gaining some market share. Firms woukl also endeavor to squeeze their costs, refurbish their 
installations, and establish brands. In the process, some \'1ould indeed become large enough to exercise 
some power over the market. Bata for instance became a global finn.1 In general, however, there was little 
in the way of strategies understood as actions intended to defend or expand market shan?S. 

Needless to say, the three circumstances tt>.at softened the impact of cc:mpetition in the pre-seventies 
are now gone. The industries that make leather, leather footwear, leather garments and upholstery ranlc 
among the most dynamic and the most export-oriented of the lhlian economy; the leather footwear and 
garments industries have been about the only ones to retain employment when Spain had to adjust to her 
insertion in the EC. These are not the kind of industries that are easily released to give room to other 
industries. 

In developed countries. the markets for final leather goods i~ stagnating in volume because the 
population no longer grows and because the households decrease ttk- i.hare of income spent on footwear. 
Hence losing rr.arket shares has come to mean shrinlcing in absolute terms. Finally, the third circumstance, 
the absence of compctitivt.> strategics, that characterized the pre-seventies, no longer is relevant. 

1 
Glnb.ll in lheo seon"4." of produc1n~ •nd k"llin~ in • grc•I numbn of n•lion•I m•rkC'ls seop.r•leod from Ht'h otheor, not in lheo ~eonseo 

ot • firm implt"mC'nling • ~lob•I P'•'''' m.,.imi1..alion sir•~<"XY· 

' 
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Toct.y, finm of unequal size, controlling differentiated advantag~ (cost, organization, technology, 
brand!, etc.), manoeuvre in order to strengthen their position or to penetrate the Amerian, Asian and 
European markels. As the room for manoeuvering becomes global, the strategies become more complex. 
Finm not only improve their competitiveness: economize on inputs, widen technology, diversify producls, 
select output. prices, capacity, etc .. but they also enter into interactions with other firms: co-operation or 
rivalry with competitors; control of suppliers or purchasers; control of the nnge of products, etc. 

Investment or acquisition opportunities, technological developments, commercial trends, and 
competitors' behavior are being permanendy watched. Production activities, supply lines, and distribution 
net1"0rb are optimized according to the compantive advantages of alternative sites; the product mix is 
diversified to suit the tastes of various categories of consumers; across-borders brand loyalty is created by 
means of advertising and control of distributive trade. 

Since the market expands to a global scope, the international movements of investments, goods, and 
technology takes on increased importance, and national governments become protagonists. Nowadays, the 
stntegies of firms need to take into account. not only their suppliers, customers and competitors, but also 
governments and international organizations which regulate international trade and investment. Typical 
strategic management will have to consider whether access to the US market may be R!Stricted, whether the 
1992 common market of the EEC will be protective. and what new problems and opportunities will emerge 
in F.astern Europe. Scenarios like these concern the future, but anticipatory behavior is already taking place 
today.3 Why is it that competition changed so markedly since the seventies? 

The emergence of new leather countries 

Since the early seventies, new countries have become the site of a considerable part of the production 
of leather and leather·made products. 

These newcomers were developing countries that met two characteristics not easily found in 
developing countries: they could achieve very low manufacturing costs and they could absorb the high 
transaction costs with which their supplies and products were burdened.• 

The manufacturing costs were low because the salaries were low even in relation to a productivity 
which initially was lower than in developed countries. They were low also because their tanned leathers 
and their leather·made final products benefitted from the considerable incentives that were given by their 
governments to the export of manufactures. 

The barriers to exports created by the transaction costs were oven:ome because, on the supply side, 
producers and traders made enormous efforts to penetrate the an:arie of international dealings and to adjust 
to their requirements, whereas on the demand side considerable technical assi'itance in matters of marketing 
and manufacturing, as well as open borders, were provided. 

When it became apparent that certain low.wages countries had a clear cost advantage in making 
downscale leather products, internationali7..ation snowballed. In a first phase, Brazil bt.-camc one of the 
world's largest women's leather shoe manufacturers; Korea and Taiwan became the top volume producer.; 
of leather garments. The second phase started when leather athletic shoes became fashionable; Taiwan and 
Korea, which were already large-scale producer.; of plastic shoes, easily occupied the fir.;t places in leather 
athletk shoes. The third phase saw firms in mature leather countries shiftin~ their factories to the low 

J For insl•ncr, • Korr•n firm i• known In h•vr rrhabilit•IC!d •Turkish shnr pl•nl in nrdrr to h•v.- • ~prengbo•rd into lhr F.H: 
should Turkry bttnmr • mrmbrr 

' TM lr•nuclion cn<t i~ thr cum of •II CO!<I~ involv.-J in linking thr production ~ii<" to the input• •nd output" m•rk .. t• pl.cl'< 
II includrs no~bly lhr cnmmun1uhon cml brtw .. .-n buy.-r •nd ... n.-r •nd th<" co•I of Jdiv.-riny, th<" good• within •gr....J dd•v•. 
Tr•ns.clinn cM:~ ., .. nttl'<<•rily high 1n rm.-rging rcnnnm1.-.. which •r.· bv dl"finihon without link,; w1lh lh<" ''""' of lhl" wnri.I 
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labourmst peripheries of Europe (Portugal, Tunisia, Turkey, etc.) and of the United States (Puerto Rk.--o, the 
Dominican Republic). In the fourth and current phase, more countries of Asia - China, Indonesia, Thailand, 
India, Pakistan - are becoming exporters of fiMI leather goods. 

Of course, a segment of the leather-making industry followed its downstream clients to the new 
locations. Korea and Taiwan saw the development of a tanning industry which today makes considerable 
quantities of standard leather from imported hides and skins. Brazil and India have tan:ling industries 
which serve not only domestic buyers but also export leathers processed from local raw materials. 

In the United States and Europe firms specialized in downscale products could not withstand the 
shock. Downsales are easy to mpy, they can be chain-made by semi~killed workers, most of the cost 
accrues in manufacturing, and the qmlity of the material they are made of is not decisive. In these 
conditions, a labour cost advantage is decisive. Indeed, in just two decades, the number of plants and the 
volume of production plummeted in mature leather countries. 

Most of the plants which were eliminated belonged to small firms oriented towards their hinterland. 
Most of the plants which survived were among those which muld find a niche and could export; since 
marketing abroad is more expensive than at home, these plants were on average larger than the plants 
which had closed. Most of the new plants specialized their product lines on upscale goods and therefore 
had to export (the home market being generally too small for upscale goods). This treble trend brought 
aboJt a new competitive environment with fewer artd larger firms and with a wider and more marked 
international dimension. 

The global competition map 

A very rough sketch of global mmpetition - one that would focus on the most basic at the cost of 
omitting many precious details - would oppose a group of firms exploiting a comparative advantage in the 
making of mass products to another group particularly good at making sophisticated products. The market 
these groups are fighting for would be the market formed by the few countries relatively open to trade, 
roughly the OECD muntries with the exceptions of Japan and Turkey.~ 

This is of course not all the mmpetition there is. Firms from both groups rival among themselves; 
firms in countries dosed to trade fight for the domestic market where they operate; firms in countries open 
to trade try to penetrate the protected markets. Furthermore, there is rivalry at the dis,ribution stage among 
firms which are not involved in the making of leather or leather-made products but in the c~rdination of 
a value-added chain that goes from product design to retail trade. These rivalries are important but less 
than global. 

If one sought to represent the global competition map on a two-dimensional space - i.e. according to 
two characteristics only, it would probably be best to take as one co-ordinate some scale of product quality 
and, as the other, some measure of market maturity. What quality and maturity actually are, is adnittedly 
too unclear to go without a word of explanation. 

Quality is here used in a loose sense (but intuitively meaningful to any customer) including not only 
technical quality of the finish and of the leather fibres but also the degree of design and of fashion of the 
final product. At the bottom of the quality scale lie anonymous mass products sold in discount stores, fairly 
indifferent to fashion, designed as standard goods and made of poor leather. At the top of the quality scale, 
products enjoy such a strongly exclu.<iive identity that they are practically im1 1une from competition. A 
Louis Vuitton bag, a Ro!isetti shoe have their own market where bags and shoes of other makers are not 
really rivals. However, at these heighl<i the air is thin. Between upscale and downscale products flourish 

S l•pan ;, rrporlnJ lo h•vf' a quol.I limilin~ imporl< of lr•lhn lo ~ pn crnl of dome-itic production. 1.r•lhrr imporlrJ wilhil' lh ... 
quota is •ubjc."ct lo a 211 p.-r c.-nl Julv, on lt'•lhc."r imporlrJ oul~id .. lh<' qunt•, lht' duly i< Ml ~r Cf'nl. Se... l.t'•lhcr, luly 1991, pp. lft and 
17. 
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the intennediate ones which aim at bringing some sort of class to the mass. This is a much bigger market, 
one also more easy to enter. In this arena rivalry takes the form of product differentiation. According to 
their preferences, consumers address themselves to different product niches. Consumers atlracted by a 
particular niche are aware of relatively dose substitutes available in other niches yet would not switch their 
purchases because they are attracted to the specific characteristics of the goods they buy in their own niche. 
Nkhe fidelity if of course not absolute, a price differential, if large enough, would attract consumers to the 
closest substitute. This is why firms would ge"lerally produce a variety of products at different price levels. 
The formation of a duster of customers around specific characteristics explains one of the most evident but 
nonetheless intriguing features of many consumer goods markets, among them the markets for final leather
made goods: firms produce very large varieties of products which are quite similar but not identicil. 

Maturity may sound a somewhat bizarre attribute when ap~lied to a market. A market is hilsically 
a set of interactions between sellers and buyers of a given product and as such can hardly be seen a:; more 
or less mature. Yet the term is used as an attempt to characterize at the same time the productive caf ability 
of the suppliers and the purchasing power of the buyers. Productive capability depends of course on 
technology and production factors that can be acquired but also on know-how and skills that come only 
with experience. Purchasing power comes from the performance of an economy at a given time b11t also 
from past accumulation. Thus, the degree of maturity can be taken to be a gauge of both the supply and 
demand sides of the market. 

Within the obviously oversimplified space of quality of products and maturity of markets it is difficult 
lo represent the complexity of global competition. The rival theatres of the leather-related branches are so 
different that a single functional form could not account for them all. At least four branches must be 
distinguished: tanned leather; footwear (non-athletic) and garments; upholstery (automobile and furniture) 
leather; and athletic footwear. 

Figure I represents global competition in these branches by means of four diagrarru:. The horizontal 
axis of a diagram is divided into three segments corresponding to increasing degrees of market maturity. 
On this axis the principal emerging countries include China, India, Indonesia, Thailand; the new countries 
are Brazil, Korea, Taiwan; the mature countries are France, Germany, Italy, Spain, the United Kingdom, the 
United States, and a few more developed countries. 

Since three groups of countries and four products are considered, Figure 1 sketches a global rivalry 
taking place in 12 markets. The vertical axis measures the scope of sophistication of the products sold on 
a market. The rectangles formed by one of the three segments on the horizontal axis and a distance taken 
on the vertical axis give a notion of the quality range sold on a market. Roughly what the area under the 
rectangle says is, for instance, that: the full quality range, from downscale to upscale products, is present 
in the markets of mature countries and .. 1so in the athletic footwear market of new countries; there is no 
market for upholstery leather in emerging countries; there is a market for down to lower middle class 
products in new countries. 

The dots and stripes indicate the location of firms supplying a market. Dots are finns located in 
mature countries; stripes ascending from left to right indicate firms producing in new countries, the other 
stripes refer, of course, to firms located in emerging countries. With the help of this graph it can be seen, 
for instance, that the upholstery market of mature countries is supplied mostly by finns established in that 
market, with the exception of a thin downscale fringe of the market served by finns located in new 
countries. Inversely, producers in.-.talled in mature countries an> not involved either in the supply of any 
quality level in the athletic footwear market or in the down.-.cale level of the footwear and garment market 
of mature countries. Producers in emerging countries ship their products to six markets; in two of these 
markets - footwear and garment, athletic footwear - they compete again.-.t firms in emerging countries to 
serve the down.-.cale quality level of the market of mature countries; in one case - tanned leather · they 
challenge not only eme~ing countries but also firms of mature countries. 
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Figure 1 graphically reflects the commonsense notion that pl"'lduct quality and market maturity are 
positively linked (the height of the rectangles increase from left to right). The link comes in the first place 
from the demand side. It is in mature countries that the largest number of buyers of sophisticated footwear 
and garments are found. It also reflects the comparative advantages of the rivals in presence. Mature 
countries are better endowed with the ingredients of quality products: design capability, marketing 
capability, manufacturing skills, access to the best raw materials and inputs. New countries are exploiting 
a capability for large-scale production of good quality products. Em.?rging countries have the cheap labour 
which is needed for mass production of downscale products. 

Turning now to the salient traits pictured in Figure 1, the following is noteworthy: 

Tanned leather markets 

Tanning is dearly the strong point of firms in mature countries. It is at any rate the only sector 
where firms producing in mature countries sell their products to other countrit:S. 

In the upper quality range there is no global competition yet. With their traditional skills, their 
immediate access to quality raw materials, their exacting clients and rivals, tanners in mature 
countries are at the same time in a trump position and kept on their toes. This is a winning 
combination and, indeed, they have proved very innovative in product perfonnance (washability, 
flexibility, etc.) and appearance as well as in marketing (product labelling). 

When standard l.?athers are good enough, the supremacy of mature countries vanishes. Firms in 
emerging countries make their own standard leathers either because they are in a raw stock-rich 
environment like India or Pakistan or because they are in an environment where mass products are 
made, as in China or Indonesia. These firms also export tn mature countries with the help of 
governmental export incentives on finished leathers supplemented by bans on the export of raw 
material. 

Firms in new countries have developed a competitiveness based on large-scale capacity and a 
constant drive towards technological improvement. With their medium-range products they, too, are 
present on the three markets for tanned leathers. They penetrated the market of emerging countries 
via tanneries established to serve offshore manufacturing plants. They penetrated the market of 
mature countries via low prices resulting from large-scale production. 

Upholstery leather 

The market - which may be subdivided into four segments - domestic furniture, caa'S, contract 
furnishing and aircraft - is almost exclusively in mature countries. An incipient competition from 
new countries is however setting in. Furniture leathers from Argentina and Brazil have been sold 
in Europe and the United States for already a decade. Thailand provides high quality buffalo leather 
to one prestigious European carmaker. Korean firms sell leather to local carmakers and are starting 
to ship whole hide tanned upholstery leathers to Europe and the United States. On the whole, there 
is a degree of global competition but mature countries still have the market solidly in their grip 
thanks to the proximity of the clients and the availability of quality hides. 

Non-athletic footwear and garments 

The markets of emerging and new countries are sheltered from global competition. By contrai>t, the 
market of mature countries is the theatre of intense rivalry. firm.'> at home in this market have 
completely lost il'> lowest quality slice; at the intermediate level, they fight a rearJ~uard combat with 
firms of new countries. The latter firms in tum have to face the intrusion of firms in emergin~ 
countries at the lowest end of the quality scale. 
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Although the origin and structure of the increased demand for leather garments and footwear 
differed, the two sectors had developed along very similar lines. With footwear the start and the 
stimulus had been a shift in focus to the down-market canvas sneaker at the expense of the traditional 
walking shoe; with garments all existing outlets had expanded though at different rates. The 
standard black nappa jacket in basic styling echoes the standard white polyurethane coated leather 
trainer at the bottom and bulk end of the consumer market. Market and production patterns have 
followed the same path. Europe and North America have remained the target areas for both, except 
that as Ja•.>an had no import restrictions on leatherwear as she had on footwear, garment exporters 
were abl.? to penetrate this market also. World production moved progressively to the low 
labour-0 oSt countries, whether or not they had raw hide and skin resources, as the cost of labour 
replaced rawstock auilability as the deter:ninant of location of both leather and leather product 
prod ucti<. :i. 

The strength oi the garment manufacturers in the mature countries is their proximity to the market 
and the crux of their defence against low-cost imports is to increase the unique fashion element in 
leather garments and to some extent even to move away from the total leather look. Consumer 
replacement of leather garments has tended to be long term, governed by the "investment9 outlool.... 
Certain fashions, such as the distressed look. the combat jacket, the tie-dye and Jungle Suede finishes, 
the Afghan shaggy sheepskin, can dominate fashion, often commanding high prices and wide 
margins initially, but production moves abroad because garment replacement is slow. The 
"stone-washed" fashion has long gone but appears down-market, supplied by imports from South 
America. 

Athletic footwear 

Producers in mature countries have virtually been evicted from global competition. Even the best 
quality athletic footwear do not really qualify as upscale leather products. Consequently, mature 
countries have no comparative advantage in manufacturing athletic footwear. The key to 
competitiveness here is a capability to fulfil large orders exactly fitting the specifications of the 
distributors. The technology, however, is labour-intensive and tends even to become increasingly 
labour-intensive as more and more manual operations are neec.ed to decorate the shoes.6 The 
technology of long runs of standardized shoes by means of labour-intensive techniques is firmly in 
the grip of new countries. After having developed and used this technology in domestic plants, the 
new countries are now tran.;ferring it to places where labour is cheaper i.e. in emerging countries. 
Some of the latter .:ountries are well prepared for this technology - Thailand, for instance - others are 
less prepared - like China - but on the whole the initial frictions are being overcome and the 
comparative advantage of new countries starts to shift to emerging countries. Reflecting this trend 
the lower frin~e of the market in mature cour.tries is shared betwt>en firms located in new and 
emerging countries. 

Thr main form of cr•mp<'lihon 1n alhl,•li( ~ho.-.. is lhrnuy,h lh1• ,·r•·Almn of n1<ht"'. A< rivAlry i< inh•n-.·. nirh•"' havt• prnlif,•rAlt·.t 

"Jo (rt•all' ·~ m.iny ni'h'""' ... r•><<il>lt•, P""'"'rr< h•vr "" olht•r (hoin• lh.1n '" tl1v1•r·;ifv lht• "Pf'•'Mdnn· nl •h·· <h'""'· 
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LABOUR COST-BASED RIVALRY 

This is the salient furm of rivalry in the domain of mass products. The strategic theme col!Sists of 
establishing factories in ever cheaper locations. The initiative of offshore sourcing is often in the hands of 
distributors. It is a reflection of markets searching for new producers rather than producers with better 
products or more efficient techniques taking command of market shares. 

The initial entry of low labour cost countries 

Price<utting became an option able to for::2 competitors out of the market when competition unfolded 
in countries with widely different wage ratei: It was initiated a little more than two decades ago, 
principally at the initiative of large buyers from dewloped countries. To a large extent the demand side 
of the leather products markets in Europe and the USA was controlled by large buyers: multiple chains, 
department stores, retailers CO-Operatives, mail order firms, wholesalers. These large buyers continually 
sought the lowest cost source of supply. Until the mid-sixties these were found mostly in Italy, Spain and, 
marginally, in Eastern Europe. It was soon to become clear however that much cheaper sources were 
emerging in some developing countries. 

Of course, market shares built on the basis of low labour cost are exposed to competition from even 
lower labour-cost production sites. Factories making standardized products tend to use little durable capital 
and to employ unskilled labour. The technology is accessible to all potential producers and does not 
involve much sunken costs since the durable cap'tal consists essentially of footloose equipment. On the 
demand side, since the product is standard, even a very small price difference will suffice to lose the clients 
to some other supplier. Under these supply and demand conditions, entry is quite easy and the rents 
created by the pioneers get dissipated by a proliferation of competitors. 

Having adopted outward-oriented policies, Brazil, Korea and Taiw1n presented a tremendous export 
potential based on a combination of very cheap labour, reasonable productivity, and government support.7 

Notwithstanding the handic.aps of transport distances and lack of experience, this combination gave the 
NICs a c.i.f. price differential of about one-fourth or even one-third of the prices in developed countries.' 

This cost advantage hurt the established market shares because it was translated into lower prices' 
and applied where it mattered most: in the market for bottom-range standardized leather footwear and 
garments. The footwear market was exposed to price rivalry because standard products are by definition 
easy to copy and could therefore be produceJ by newcomers and substituted for the products of established 
producers. 

Before the Koreans, leather garment manufacturers throughout the world are relatively small units 
and the leatherwear sector has still to adopt the pattern of mass production of standard ranges in large units 
characteristic of other branches of the garment industry. 

Not being a mass-made standard product did not however insulate leather garments from cost
competition. Leather garment.; persist over several seasons, longer than fashions in other sectors of the 

7 Stt Ch•plrr IV. 

11 Stt World l.t!alhrr. Octobrr/Novnnbrr 19119, p.48.Sre Chapter IV on le•ther indu5lri«!'!'. 

9 
Al lh•l timr thc." only worry of mullet enlr•nt5 wa~ lo deliver product~ •captablr lo thc." importel'"!I: profit m•rgin~ wrre not •n 

es~nli•I con5ideration bt-cau•~ the govrrnment5 would guaranler margin5 on r>eport5 through ~ubvrnlion~. 
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garment trade. Given slow replacement of the products, production can move easily to cheap labour areas 
baause the transaction cost is much less important when time is not a factor. 

The adjustment of the incumbents 

A great ma:iy footwear firms in developed countries could not stand competition and therefore shut 
down. These were mosdy small firms and firms too traditionally managed to adjust. The remaining firms 
embarked on an all-out attelllpt to restore competitive balance. Their efforts took three main directions: 
cutting costs, moving into new techniques, introducing new products. There were many cost-cutting 
opportunities: trimming employment, eliminating inefficient operations or marginal product lines, squeezing 
budgets, reorganizing internally. But even fully exploited, these opportunities were not offering enough 
room to restore competitiveness in the face of a large cost advantage in iabour, the one item that, after raw 
material, looms largest in the cost structure. 

Therefore many firms in developed countries decided to join in the cost advantage that they could 
not beat. American firms went to Asia and US neighbours: Puerto Rico, Mexico, Dominican Republic, 
Venezuela. European firms wen~ to Asia and to the "periphery" of Europe - Malta, Morocco, Portugal, 
Tunisia, Turkey, Yugoslavia, and in ea-;tem European countries. 

Sometimes this strategy consisted of re-deployment in the strict sense of shutting-.<fown facilities at 
home and opening up new ones abroad. More frequently it consisted of geographical diversification, 
whereby production of middle-range articles not subject to fast changes in fashion were moved abroad, 
whereas products of high quality were kept at h<ime. 

~me firms which could or would not engage in the expense of opening-up abroad entered into joint 
v~nture agreements. Other firms which did not wish to expose capital to the risks of foreign environment 
preferred sub-contracting. American firms, for instance, prefer outward processing whereby a factory in 
the US exports parts for assemMy by a sub-contractor in Mexico, Puerto Rico or in a Caribbean country and 
re-imports the assembled product.10 The double transport cost involved in this kind of operation is 
compensated for by tariff treatmene which provides that duty be paid only on the value added to the 
exported parts. Finally, many firms sought to partake of the advantages of cheap labour simply by 
import~ng uppers to be incorporated into home-made products. It is perhaps the British footwear industry 
which relies most on this way of cost squeezing. 

High cost tanners and garment manufacturers adopted similar strategies to those of the shoe 
manufacturers. Initially these took the standard form of first switching to or buying in cheaper materials, 
then to subcontracting the labour-intensive operations such as assembly to offshore units, setting up 
subsidiaries in the low cost areas or entering into production, marketing or technology transfer joint 
ventures. 

While adjusting to competition, firms in developed countries also sought protectionist measures. The 
standard defensive strategy is the political one and Japan's import quotas on footwear show how effective 
such political defences can be. The European Community and the USA have duties but no other restrictions 
on leatherwear imports but are losing patience with supplying countries which prohibit access to their 
rawstock but are seeking additional rawstock from the free market areas. Pressure is growing in America 
to prohibit exports of raw materials or to impose punitive countervailing duties on imports. In 1990 
America succeeded in getting countervailing duties imposed on exports of leather from A~entina on the 
grounds that restrictions on exports of hides from Argentina were a subsidy. This has reduced A~entinl'an 
exports to tht: States as did the import quotas on Korean footwe.sr earlier in the eighties. 

IO Sometim~ • more .-omplex division of l•bour i~ org.ani1..-J. For e~•mplr, one US firm woui.J hav1• <lilching Jone in :h.· 

Dominian Republic · where lhe wag~ r.ate i~ relatively low - anJ ••~embly in l'urrln Rico (Jue lo aJvanct"" m11J1• in mdchint" .a<-.·mhl\. 
upper prndudion ha• b«ome lhe mml l•bour inlen<ivr •••gr of footwe•r prncluclinn). In nlh .. r c-a<•""· <nmt• oprrdtinn< which arr 1, ... 
labour-inlensive. such •• boll'lming.. fini~hing 1nJ p.tck.ing, art' perform .. d in lhr Unit .. J Slalc"". 
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The consolidation of entrants 

As their wage rates rose relative to the new competitors, Brazilian, Korean and Taiwanese firms had 
to resort to the same methods used by their European and American rivals 15 years before: to upgrade the 
r·.Jducts made at home and to expand or transfer production offshore to the new k>wer-wage countries. 

The first method is still in the probing phase. Upgrading the products is not simply a manufacturing 
problem. If it were, Brazil, Korea or Taiwan would have no difficulty in solving it. It is essentially a 
marketing problem of gathering information on what is trendy and of supplying sellers just-in-time. It is 
also a problem of overmming barriers to entry such as brand-loyalties or control of retail trade. Finally, 
it is a problem of access to suppliers of fine leathers. 

The second method is already producing visible effects. Chi'la, India, Indonesia and Thailand among 
others have acquired the attributes of attractive export locations: political stability, outward-oriented policies, 
abundant labour and competent supervisors. In these countries, the wage rate was roughly one order of 
magnitude lower than that in Korea and Taiwan, thus offering a dear cost edge notwithstanding lower 
productivity and higher transaction costs.11 

Overcoming the transaction cost handicap 

Countries with low wages often also are countries with high transaction costs. The transaction cost, 
it was said earlier, is the composite cost accruing when it comes to insert a new production site into a 
worldwide network of inputs and outputs markets. From India, exporters are obliged to ship their upscale 
products by plane because the ports are too inefficient; in China managers moulded by the command-type 
of economic system need the help of foreign advisers when they have to discover new inputs or to change 
the relations with contractors and suppliers, these and many other cases of administrative red tape, 
infrastructure deficiencies, and custom restrictions reflect the heaviness of the burden of transaction costs 
in countries entering world business. 

The burden may be too heavy for beginners. Entrants cannot at the same time set-up manufacturing 
operations, cultivate distant markets and establish conduits to these markets. Outside help is therefore 
needed. 

Fortunately, market forces have driven agents from developed countries to provide assistance. 
Initially, most of the leather goods firms in developing countries were created by local entrepreneurs who 
had no own linkages with the buyers' markets. However, most of the time, these firms were set up with 
a view to fulfilling orders placed by foreign trading companies. For instance, the footwear exports of Korea 
and Taiwan were initiated by local firms at the initiative of Japanese merchandising companies well 
introduced into the US market; later additional export channels were provided by Nike and Reebok. 

Trading companies were not the only agenls who gave assistance to the incipient manufacturers of 
developing countries. Help also came from manufacturers of developed countries. 

They too had to provide market conduits and technology to their off-shore associates when they 
initiated manufacturing operatio~ in low wage countries. So had the NICs when their tum came to expand 
in other countries of South East Asia. 

In the process of this massive influx of assistance the relation.o;hip between the order giver and the 
producer chan~cs. A buyer would expect a manufacturer to provide products which match the 
specifications of the orders in terms of design, quality norms, physical features of the materials, numbers, 

11 I.A? Mondeo rt"porl• lhal lht" l'X-factory prict" of a brand nt"w factory in lndon~ia i~ 10 per cent lower than in Taiwan. Stt I«' 

Monde, :11 July 1990. p 17. 
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sizes, colours, as well as the time schedule for delivery. When. in its !'t?arch for low-cost suppliers, a buyer 
selects a new firm of unknown reputation. the goods may prove somewhat defective or may be delivered 
with long delays or in insufficient quantities. As protection against such risks, buyers usually invest 
considenble effort in helping the exporting firms meet the specifioitions. The design and other fearures 
of the product are specified in detail by the buyer who also helps with the packagir.g, shipping, customs 
Hpects of delivery and even finances (pre-pays) the produdion of the order. If the buyer is itself a firm 
with manufacturing experience, he will advise on productive operations, train the WOl'king force, contribute 
to quality control, provide pre<ut patterns, dyes, lasts .ind sometimes even machinery, identify the sourcing 
of nw material and establish the channels t\l sales. If, in the process, the exporting firm learns well, a long 
lasting relationship will develop. 

The cost sunk into cultivating a relationship between manufacturer and trader stabilizes their link. 
However, the trader oin always shift his order to cheaper sources. The market position of m.inufacturers 
will therefore be stronger when they oin use alternative conduits to distant markets. 

Such is for instance the oise when a l.irge number of independent export traders compete to channel 
onlers from final client to manufadurer. The case of Taiwan illustrates this situation. A survey of 896 firms 
(884 respondents) conduded in 1986 revealed that the main channel of exports of footwear were domestic 
trading companies (for n.4 pe>r cent of the respondents), foreign trading companies (175 per cent) and 
direct export by manufacturers (7.0 per cent).12 

If and when firms start differentiating their products, the passive role of orders takers will become 
inadequate. A more active role involves directly establishing a bridgehead in the consumer's market. The 
easiest fonr of marketing abroad is to send out sales people to participate in commercial fairs or to contact 
individual' ustomers. A less direct but more permanent way of being linked up to the consumer is to use 
large trading companies, who, by maintaining offices abrodd, represent the interests of several exporters. 
In India, for instance, the leatherware division of the State Trading Corporation assists about half of the 
leather products firms in exporting their products. As sales develop, a more personal representation may 
become desirable but is likely to be more costly. However, even a small exporting firm can have its 'lwn 
permanent presence in a foreign market by using the services of representatives working on commission. 
Finally, firms commandir.g large resources, such as the Korean Chabools, may set up a distribution network. 
wholesale or even retail, in one or several importing countries. As a rule however this level of marketing 
penetration cannot be achieved without a well-established trademark and the cap. i>ility to produce unique 
genuine designs. 

12 Stt Levy, 8., op.cil , T •ble 5, p.1511. 
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MANUF ACfURING-BASED RIVALRY 

Manufacturers wanting to stay in mature countries alkl to meet the competition IMsed on low labour 
cost have theoretically three options: 

to reduce material cos1s; 
to reduce laboor inputs through rationalization and use of more capital per worker; 
to go for a brand new technology based on computerized automation. 

Reduction of material costs 

Material costs can be reduced by decreasing the unit cost of materials and by accelerating the 
circulation of moving capital. 

Reducing unit material costs is not likely to be a valid option against low-cost competition. Utilizing 
lower grades or cheaper materials such as hide splits in place of sheep suedes, F.ast Indian sheep nappes 
instead of Iranians brings the garment manufacturer into direct competition with the imp<'rted product and 
tends to increase price sensitivity. It often involves sourcing from countries like Pakistan or India who use 
the same material to make their competing garments. Down grading the quality of the leather is usually 
counter-productive. Combining leather with fabrics is an effective strategy provided this represents a high 
fashion feature, as has occurred in the 1990 and 1991 seasons, and not simply a cost saving substitution of 
panels without any fashion content. More effective utilization of the raw material, however, through 
computerized assessment of the leather and pattern fitting combined with laser or water jet cutting could 
achieve material savings of 3J, to 4J, according to studie-:: by SATRA Shoe Technology Centre on shoe 
leather utilization. 

In leather manufacture and in garment making the raw material accounts for about half of the total 
leather cost or one-third of the total garment cost and absorbs an enormous share of the working capital. 
Speeding up process times therefon> offers considerable opportunities for cost cutting. In the tannery it is 
governed by fundamental constraints imposed by the need to achieve full chemical penetration and physical 
stabilization of the leather. Process times have come down substantially and new tanning and finishing 
technologies are reducing them still further. 

With leather garment making new technologies are unlikely to make an impact and it will probably 
remain a sewing machine assembly operation. Even though gluing of seam turnings has long been 
practiced, gluing instead of sewing, which has made considerable progress in shoemaking, does not appear 
to be an option in leather garment making because of the problem of cleaning. 

The capital intensity option 

In the recent past the shoemaking industry has recorded some remarkable technological advances. 
In 1978, for instance, machines became available to combine all the lasting sub-operations (toe lasting, heel 
lasting, side lasting) into a single one, thereby achieving considerable savings in labour inputs. 

Inspired by this kind of achievement, firms which have maintained part or all of their production in 
developed countries have hoped to find an antidote to cheap labour by way of more capit~l-intensive plants 
and rationalization. 

This hope, however, proved to be misplaced. Production did become more intensive in capital· if 
only through the release of the operations more intensive in labour - but the resulting increases in 
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productivity were not large enough to restore competitiveness. lather making. though apit.AI intensive, 
is essentiillly an ut and many t.Anners - the lt.AIMns in particulu - hilve incre.sed rather than reduced their 
labour input and p~ time in order to impart distinctive perfonmnc:e and chiiracter to their leathers even 
if their t.Anneries hilve the most sophisticated equipment. Furthermore. in developing countries too many 
firms have invested in more capit.Al-intemive techniques. either to face increasing labour coslS as in Korea 
or to compens.te for the initiill low productivity of the beginner as in lndonesM.13 

Ratiomlization of production. by means of fKtory layout. cell working and continuous p~ing. 
similar to whilt is hilppening in the slme industry, ms led to incre.sed productivity and reduced rejects. 
Such techniques are applicable to both tanning md garment making but. again. are not able to neutnlize 
the advantilge of competitors with low labour costs. 

The new technology options 

In the last few years attention shifted from capital-intensity to high-tech. Firms in developed 
countries ilre now hoping that competitiveness can be regained through a leap into hyper-modem 
techniques based on programmable ilutomation f'eilturing computer...ssisted design (CAD). 
computer-assisted manufacturing (CAM), ilnd flexible manufilcturing. 

There seems to be no limit to the hopes that have been plilced on computer-integnted manufacturing. 
The quality, speed ilnd diversity obtained on production lines would reilch previously unthinkable 
standards; the burdens of design, stocks. and distribution would be immensely alleviated. As filr as the 
rivalry between developed and developing countries is concerned, manufacturing with robots led by 
computers would have two major consequences. 

On the one hand machine and computer processes are expected to reduce the cost ildvantage of 
developing countries. Three sources of savings are envisaged. First, thanks to newly acquired precision 
and versatility, machine and computer intensive processes would replace labour. Second. computer
managed operations would bring about just-in-time flows whereby stocks of raw materials, parts. work-in
progress and finished goods are minimiz.ed (production staM; after the client's order and delivery follows 
almost immediately).14 Third, the new techniques would provide the wherewithal of higher average and 
more constant quality. 

On the other hand, it is hoped that a flexible technology allowing firms to produce a variety of 
differentiated products will soon become available. New flexible systems capable of being reprogrammed 
quickly would automatically adjust the production lines in response to changes in the design to be executed. 
To further reduce response time. the versatile plant operations would be seilmlessly integrated to the 
environment. The client would be integrated into the design department of the enterprise; the product 
would be designed to be fabricated; the fabrication would respect the design; the suppliers would be 
integnted into the fabrication process, etc. With this flexibility, firms in developed countries would have 
an advantage - at least on the markets of differentiated products - over their rivals who are supposed to 
stick to less flexible techniques dedicated to long runs of standard products. 

13 Oevrloping counlrit!!I 11rr suppmrd lo~ poor in apil11l, 11nd it an~ drmonslr111rd 1"111 apil11l-inlmsivr lcchniqurs in c11pil11l
se11rc:r counlrin is• wrong 11lloalion from 11 n11lionwidr s111ndpoinl. A api111l-inlrnsivr l«hniqur m11y howrvrr hllvr 11 microrconomic 
rationalily for a firm which has 11ccrss lo chr11p api111I. In drvrloping counlrirs (11lso in drvrioprd countrirs), firms which 11rr succnsful 
nporlrn or which h11vr p;ood nport prosp«ts arr roulinriy givm prefrrmli•I mndilions lo usr rrinvnlrd profil or borrow nwdium· 
1mnc11pi111I. 

14 Jusl-in-Timr is hrlprd bul of course not conditionrd by compulrri7~1ion. Amrric11n l11nnrr.; 11nd shor m11nuf11clurrn h11vr 
lradilionally oprralrJ Jusl-in-limr raw hidr supply and finished lr11lhrr drlivrry. 
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CIHrly computer-aassisted ad flexible 1mnufacturing r an option already available in several 
ind~. for instance, the automobile, machinery, and electronics industries. In leather-Wsed industries 
however it is still largely Utopic. 

Computerized applications have admittedly started lo penetrate the processes of the footwear industry 
and trade, but so hr lo a limited extent and with little af>fMrent cost advantage. Some inroads have been 
made into computer .. ided design offering the capability lo study dimensions, patterns, textures, colours 
of material through instantaneous variations. In shoe-making all skiving, folding, stitching operations can 
alOw be computer controlle:I from a centnl system. Lasting and bottoming too, if necesAry, can be 
performed aulomaticaUy or in highly productive rinb. The one-off nature of garment leather makes 
mulcing out and pattern cutting a skilled, slow but critical function not readily sut>;ect lo~ production. 
1he same problem occurs of course in shoelmking but the smaller pattern sizes of shoe uppers en1ble the 
shoemaker lo cut ~ whole shoe from one win whereas with leather garments three, four or more skins 
are requin!d for one garment. The application of mmputer aided designing and manufacturing and 
mmputer integrated manufilduring lo programming, pattern making, sizing and water jet cutting or laser 
activated profi5e clicking have occurred in the shoe industry particularly in athletic shoe construction out 
of polyurethane coaled splits with a uniform finish. Because of the si7.e, shape and finish. garment leathers 
do not lend themselves either lo CAD/CAM or lo multi-layer pattern cutting mmmon utili:zed with textiles 
supplied in roll form. In theory, both are possible but the cost of the CAD/CAM systems would have to 
come down mnsidenbly before there is any real likelihood of this occurring or of being a cost effective 
n!placement for normal hand or sewing machine garment a.~bly. 

Computeri:zation of leather making, however, has reached an advanced stage, helping lo reduce 
labour and process material costs and to eliminate variations in measurement. dosing, timing and process 
mntml. The Just in Time technique in production. under which the work in progress and the material 
needed are •pulled• as required rather than accumulated in advance of the next process, can make 
significant reductions lo the volume of process and partly processed stock in assembly operations like 
garment manufacture and in chemical and mechanical production such as leather making. Computerization 
of stock and process mntml has stimulated the spread of the Just in Time phi!-:.;,0phy especially as retailers 
and wholesalers have tried to shift the cost of stock holding down the line to manufacturers and 
manufacturers in tum lo producers. For the time being, however, the ideal of a closed-loop feedback 
mmbination of hardware and software in which the prime inputs are product requirements and product 
mncepts, and the prime outputs are finished outputs, still remains Utopic. 

It seems that two obstacles are preventing the vision of full, programm..ble aulomation lo take shape. 
In the first place, there are technical problems. Admittedly, operations at the beginning of the processing 
cycle (design. dyeing, cutting) and at the distribution stage (inventory mntrol, automated slores, orders) to 
a large extent can be automated with the help of microelectronics. However, the core processes - those 
whereby leather products such as footwear and garments are actually manufactured - so far resist 
technological breakthroughs. To understand why, it must be considered that hides, skins and leather are 
materials very adverse to automation because of their irregular textures and also because they are too limp 
to be handled and gripped by devices and tools used in other industrie5. 

furthermore, a process governed by computers must be fed with a stream of information, stating with 
mathematic.al precision, all the conditions of the material and the actions to be taken by the machines. 
Without human operators, sensors must be relied on to detect the position and orientation of the material, 
inspect its texture, recognize its defects and programmed controllers mu.'lt tell the machine how to react to 
what the sensors signal. Sinct" leather is such a •capricious· material, the requiremenl'i of production-control 
data, interpretation, and instructions are too exacting - at the present stage - for an automation of core 
processes. 

Processing leather is in itself already difficult to programme, even to make a single product line. 
When it come5 to a programme for a var1ble product-mix the difficulty is of course compounded. 

Owing lo the very complex and erratic information structure involved in small-batch manufacturing. 
this technology require5 con5iderablc investment in a support information-processing sy..tem which can be 
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thought of as the •nerve-system• in the production plan. Making this nerve system fit together with the 
software needed to process a c.apricious raw material is indeed a high-Order tasL 

Yet, the fact is that the core processes -~bly and particularly sewing - absorb the largest portion 
of lhe low-skill labour force, which comtitute the major com~tive adnntage of developing countries. 
A decisive breakthrough into labour-saving and flexJDility will require efforts in research and development. 
In this res~ leather firms have little strategical initiative at their disposal. Very few of lh2m. if any, have 
the apability and the resources to develop radically new core processes. All the advances recorded up to 
new in computer-inlll!gnted manufacturing have been made under the impulses of the machine industry, 
and it is likely that in the future it will remain like that. 

1be second obstacle in the way of computer-integrated manufacturing systems is ec:onomica!. 
Microelecbonic-Wsed tec:hnology is still in an early development phase where costs are high. 
Furthermore, computer-controlled production systems c.annot be introduced without a complete overhaul 
of the existing management and production environment. 

Thus, both financially and organiationally, introducing flexible manufacturing is a foamidable task 
at the present time. It therefore appears that only firms that c.an afford a period of trial and errors, ascn"be 
to innovative management skills, and mobilize the necessary funds to finance the investments, will be in 
a position lo acquire new manufacturing systems. 

Not many leather manufacturing 6rms have this kind of profile nowadays. In leather, value-added 
and profit are not generated through manufacturing but through marketing. As will be seen later on. the 
firms which made the highest profit are precisely those which have specialized in the commerciali7.ation 
side of the market and have disengaged themsel,;es from manufacturing. Manu.acturing firms have to 
content themselves with the low profit margins typical of mature industries with easy entry and slow 
growth. 

What then is the oudook with respect lo the diffusion of a brand new technology in leather-making? 
As far as the technical obstacle is concerned, it is reasonable to suppose that solutions will be proposed in 
the medium tenn. The leather industry is not the only potential user of new microelectronic-assisted 
equipment. Its cousin. the clothing industry, is a much larger client with about t'1e same requirements and 
one with enough jobs involved to be able lo enlist the support of governments. In the US, in Europe and 
in Japan private machinery finns supported by governments or by the EEC have entered joint R&:D work 
lo bring automated sewing systems on to the market. Once available, such systems could very well trickle 
down to leather applications. 

As a new technology will be invented, its diffusion will take place according lo market forces and 
strategic decisions. The major advantage expected from micro-electronic-based technologies is flexibility: 
the capability to swiftly alter the characteristics of the products while keeping variable costs at a low level, 
even for small runs. The choice between flexible and dedicated techniques will certainly have a strategic 
dimension. Rexibility will be expensive to acquire, but once available it will allow the farm to be present 
on several product markets including, if it so wishes, those of its rivals. Dedicated equipment has a lower 
fixed cost but confines a firm to a single market. Doubtlessly, the choice between these two possibilities 
will be made on the basis of ~rrategic considerations, that is with a view of the imp:.;t the choice will have 
on other finns. 

Recent research, in tum of likely outcomes of this choice, points to the role of basic market feature$ 
in determining the speed and extent to which an industry will opt for flexibility.' 5 Specifically, it appear.; 
that more firms will go for flexi~lity as product.,. become more differentiated, as the market,. grow larger 
and as the difference between the faxed cosl,. of the two technologies diminishes. 

IS Stt ROiier, L.-H. •nd TnmtNk, M.M., "Scr•lt"Kic choiccnf flniblr prnduclion lrchnologics •nd wclf•rc implic•liOM", Thc !ourn•I 
nf lnduslri•I F.conomitl', Vnl.XXXVlll, June 1990. No.4, pp.417-431 
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PRODUCT INNOVATION 

Cost economizing is a strategy lo defend market shares against competitors with lower cost or lo 
penetrate the markets of vulnerable rivals. In both ases it is about sharing an existing oalce. A more 
ere.alive strategy comisls of enlarging the calce. This strategy involves stimulating lhe demand on the 
industry by introducing new products on to the market. 

To sustain long-term growth. any industry needs lo bring new products on to the market - but this 
rule is ~rticularly true for an industry as ancient as leather which Otters to needs which are easily 
saturated. Indeed, the major source of oost World War D dynamism for the leather and leather products 
industry has been a demand boost Fot.>~raled t.y product innovation in three areas: garments, athletic 
footwear and upholstety. 

Innovation in garments 

Retrospectively, what the industry did to stimulate demand may appear as audicious and imaginative 
marketing. As a matter of t.cr, h'.:!wever, innontion in leather clothing started very much as a defensive 
operation. 

Leather has always been used for garments but for special applioations without any general 
acceptance - lederhosen in Austria and southern Germany, combat jaclcets in wartime, police officyl coats 
in Germany and France, sleeveless truck drivers' jerkins in Britain. All of these were in effect marginal 
outlets. 

When Dupont launched the poromeric materials at the beginning of the sixties they had identified a 24 
million shortfall in hide supplies for the footwear industry. They calculated that a high-priced sophisticated 
miao-porous synthetic which had many of the characteristics of leather could 611 this gap. Their launch 
coincided with a shoe fashion for ~tent, where leather's unique plus charactemlics were least evident and 
where PVC finished leathers were already on the marlcet. For shoe manufacturers these poromerics had 
a number of distinct advantages. They came in continuous rolls, in regular widths and without any surface 
defects or colour variations and they quickly established themselves as an acceptable material for shoes and 
handbags. 

It soon became dear that the poromerics were not supplementary to upper leather but a substit..ate 
that could destroy the marlcet for upper leather in the same way that synthetics had taken over from sole 
leather, which had dropped from 10-80% utilization to below 20% within a decade. Leather industry 
marketing specialists proposed two strategies: 

defensive research into the building into leather the plus points of the poromerics without 
losing the plus points of leather; 
reorientation of the market for leather from almost total dependence on footwear to one third 
footwear, one third some other high volume outlet, one third the rest. 

The market breakdown at the beginning of the sixties was 

footwear 70% 
leathergoods ISIJ, 
upholstery 5% 
~arments 3% 

saddlery 2% 
chamois 2% 

mechanical 3% 

Of these markets only garments appeared to offer any chance of volume development. roromerics 
threatened the leathergoods market even perhaps more than footwear becaui;e their performance 
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specification INde them specially suitable. Luggage had already ~ lost to syn~hetic fabrics though 
'81her was still holding its own in personal leathetgoods Only clothing could provide the opportunity 
for both volume and value exploitation. 

Cument leather utilized a relatively cheap raw material - sheepskin with the wool on aind de-wooled 
sheep rfts and was divided into five IMsic markets 

low value heaivily pign.ented molal' cycling MPf» 
chNp pignriented nappai for lruCl drivers' jerkins 
sheepskin with the wool on ror country sporting coaits 
beaiver lamb fo..usbn 
leisurewur naippa and suede with some degree of filshion content. mainly in Italy. Sweden. 
France and the Netherlainds. 

The marketing strategy 

The campaign focused on expanding the leisureweair S:eCIOr without ainy reduction in the others. 
Suggested targets were one lnther garment of ainy sort - )ticket, costume. dress. skirt. trousers. coat, 
waistcoat. shirt - to every person over the aige of 15 every five ye.rs or making a start with ail least one in 
their life-time, and at least one garment to every under 15. 

The fundamental ob;ective was to convince the free-spending teenage group, who were becoming the 
fashion leaders, that a leather garment was desirable because it was leather and for this reason the theme 
emphasized the second skin aspect of leather. Pop groups were encouraged to wear leather gear at all 
times. The two sections of the motor-cycling fraternity - the macho •Rockers" and the way-out fashion 
conscious "Mods" - were also targeted. To increase the manufacturing infrastructure, which was small even 
in those countries where leatherwur had a higher profile, exhibitions were organized either exclusively for 
the te.ther garment trade or as a distinct section of outdoor apparel and leisurewear fairs. Couturier 
selections in leather were featured at the main international leather fair in Paris. Collections were 
commissioned from design schook and competitions organized to make the new generation designers aware 
of leather as an exciting garment material. Leather began to appear in the French and Italian couture 
collections. Press relations campaigns succeeded in getting extensive coverage in the fashion press, the 
women's magazines and the national dailies. Tanners and garment manufacturers were persuaded to 
advertise in the fashion glossies, but advertising coverage was negligible. At retail a handful of specialist 
shops stocked leatherwear and a primary objective of these press and public relations activities was to force 
department stores, chain stores, men's and women's wear shops and boutiques to stock leather garments 
as a standard item. However, the underlying objective was to establish leather as an exciting, ultra-modem, 
sensual, young material and a reason in itself for buying whatever it was made into. 

Within seven years, leather became the top fashion material in the designer collections and the 
garment leather share of the leather market rose to 14%. In Britain, on the basis of leather production. an 
estimate of 100 000 garments made in 1961 with a retail value of 2 million had risen to 1,5 million garments 
with a retail value of 45 million. Between 1967 and 1972, OECD imports of apparel and clothing accessories 
of leather, of which leather garments were estimated to account for 55% to 60,;, rose from $96,3 million to 
$390,1 million; American consumption reached $129,6 million in 1968 and $210,2 three years later; German 
consumption jumped from Dav1 241 million in 1910 to OM 625 in 1972. 

The success of this initial leather industry generated campaign established a springboard for the 
astonishing leap that the leather garment made in the next 20 years. By 1987 world import" of leather 
apparel and accessories had reached $4373,6 million and is still growing. The share of the leather market 
has moved up to 33% in some countries and footwear has dropped to 40%, so one of the original targets 
has been reached. It is now feasible to ccmsider that leatherwear will overtake footwear in the leather 
market split, as upholstery ha.4' done in many western countrif!:~. Also the con.'tumption target no longer 
looks Utopian. An analysis by the French garment manu!11cturers' as1>ociation indicates that the market 
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shilre for men's leather gamlf?nts is currently only about 6% but, from observations in Britain, Italy. 
Germany, Austria, Sv;lin and France, 40~-60% of the population already possess one leather garment. 

Tanners rather than garment manufacturers stimulated the innovations which have led to the 
successful merchandising of leatherweilr by steadily improving product performance and appearance as well 
as the fashion stimulus mentioned eulier. The development of dry-cleanable leilthers enabled suede 
garments to be deaned. Hilnd ilnd then machine washable leathers Oi tled up further marketing potentiills. 
Colour-fast aniline finishes with excellent rub-fastness and later even washability replaced the original 
heavily pigmented nappas. Improved splitting techniques and dry-drumming led to thinner, flexible 
leitthers suited to the softer styling in high-class leatherwear. Although no technical specificiltion has been 
promulgated universally, tanners of the European Community have adopted draft performance guidelines 
(appendix A). With the exception of the tie-dye finish, introduced by the Indians, and the ultra-soft plonge 
leathers of the Japanese, these fashion and technical improvements have originated in the west and mainly 
in Europe. 

These high performance and fashion oriented leathers are, of course, available to all manufacturers 
in all locations, unless there are specific import restrictions, but proximity to this leather supply is also an 
asset for garment manufacturers in the market countries. These can employ a Quick Response, Just in 
Time, short cotour run, last minute finish instruction strategy which on-the-spot tanners can cater for with 
the help of computerization. One of the reasons why the Italians have both successfully resisted import 
penetration and been amongst the leaders in exports is the close cooperation between designer, tanner, small 
manufacturer and small specialist retailer to produce a distinctive and individual product. 

Innovation in footwear 

Innovation touched the footwear sector with the promotion of the basic rubber and canvas sneaker 
into a leather high-tech athletic shoe. When it became apparent that a promotion of performance and 
appearance of the basic items was meeting with an enormous latent demand, a wave of innovation followed. 
A combination of technical and decorative innovations - supposedly enhancing the athletic performance of 
users - and advertising campaigns, made it possible to replace a single product, the multi-purpose sneaker, 
by half a doz.en specializ.ed products considered by the buyers as unsubstitutable (for example the jogging 
shoe will not be used as a substitute for the aerobic shoe or the tennis shoe). 

North America and, to a lesser extent, Europe witnessed a fantastic infatuation for athletic shoes. 
Probably never since the 14th century's strange passion for slashed and curled pointed-toe shoes, had 
footwear been given so much attention on the part of the public. Somehow, athletic shoes became 
emblematic of the decade of the eighties. From a breakthrough made in the fitness rooms, athletic shoes 
penetrated all segments of the market; sports and street, adult and teenagers, men's and women's. 

The combined drives of fashion and fitness pushed the sales of athletic shoes so much that the value 
of all foon.,,ear sales multiplied by two in the last five years of the decade on the IJS market. 

In doubling the demand to the footwear industry, the athletic shoes fever created room for new forms 
of competition. It fostered powerful firms which had a vision and gathererl the means of a global 
organization of the value-added chain linking designers, suppliers, producers, distributors and retailers. 
These firms saw that, with the right d:>Ses of design and advertising, mass-made products could be sold 
at prices previously fetched only by luxury items. They stirred demand by developing designs specific to 
all athletic and sport niches and by promising buyers the invaluable satisfaction of enhanced performance. 
They also developed the organi1.ational talent that was indeed required to have pmduction licensed to 
scores of factories and retailed by thousands of spcciali7.ed shops, department stores and mai: order 
companies. 
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Innovation in upholstery leaU\~r 

Leather has long been a traditiona! material for men's world official, home and office upholstery -
tht: study, the gentleman's dub, the courthouse, parliamentary state rooms, official offices and banqueting 
rooms and carriages. Its strength, durability and solid appearance gave leather a masculine appeal which 
made it very suitable for these purposes. Its relatively high cost ensured that it remained in the upper class 
luxury market. Today its prestigious luxury image is the primary consumer motivation and durability and 
strength are secondary. 

The four leather upholstery segments - domestic furniture, cars, contract furnishing and aircraft - have 
different characteristics which require individual marketing approaches and targeting. 

1. Domestic fumitwe 

Although leather is one of many competing furnishing materials and in the furniture showroom is 
often effectively presented in this way, the desirable image of leather which has been so successfully 
established helps to make it ~ price sensitive than one would expect. The consumer accepts and 
is prepared to pay a very considerable price differential although today the price of leather and the 
extra cost of upholstering in leather compares with many of the other furnishing fabrics being offered. 

The critical factor in furniture retailing is the showroom model. The model on the shop floor is not 
usually sold except at sale time and at stock changes but serves together with the material swatches 
as the basis upon which the customer order is placed. 

In the UK when the demand ror domestic leather furniture first escalated in the sixties and seventies 
under the stimulus of Scandinavian and es~lly Danish design leadership, furniture retailers at first 
chose to present the Leather Look in look-alike synthetics, offering •rude• as an expensive alternative. 
Without being able to experience the sensual. visual and tactile appeal of leather the customer could 
only make a decision between synthetic •1eat1ter• and more expensive genuine •rude· on price. 

Leather furniture marketing therefore in the first instance focused on persuading the furniture 
manufacturer at least to offer leatlur as an alternative or preferably that the demand for high priced 
leather furnitur- was so strong that it was ~ost-effective to bring out exclusively leather upholstered 
ranges. The secondary target was the store furniture buyer, to convince him that the demand would 
ensure that he could gain the extra mark-up provided he had leather upholstered models in the 
showroom. The tertiary target was the interior decoration boutique selling exclusive high class 
furniture to use the designer suite, the upholstered easy chair, the high back buttoned chair in pleated 
or plain antiqued and plain fashion coloured leather as the focal point of his display. 

The demand for leather furniture multiplied in the eighties with the growth in consumer confidence 
and affluence and the boom in house purchases, all of which influenced furniture buying. The 
accelerated development of specialist leather furniture stores and chains was both a result of and a 
contributor to this demand growth. These specialist leather shops concentrated on keenly priced and 
relatively cheap ite~ based on lower cost imported leather and cut panels from in particular Brazil, 
which ensured the widening of the consumer market. This initial retail campaign succeeded in 
establishing leather uphol,tered furniture as a permanent and central feature of the furniture 
showroom. 

Inspired by the spread of interior d~ign iJeas through the women's glossy and the prestige house 
and garden magazines leather furniture acquired a fashion element which further enhanced the image 
of leather and stimulated sales. 

To cater for this fashion image tanners replaced the traditio.lal pigmented rather stiff leather in 
standard brown, burgundy and dark gre•~n with nc:w ranges in contemporary colou~ and softer 
handle. An early example of the new approach was a high gln!>s, easy clean leather which was 
particularly suited for the cut and sew panel as~mbly technique being adopted. Thi~ look wa!' 
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superseded by soft matt smooth and textured leathers in clear fashion colours or pastel shades 
complementing modem home interior decoration styling and colour themes. 

The young first-time house buyer and the older family with new property or replacing existing 
furniture OYde up the comumer profile. In continental Europe the family setting up home for the 
first time regards first purchase furniture as a long-term invesbnent and leather upholstery as a 
natural, desirable and immediate purchase. It is estimated that as many as one third of first-time 
family home buyers in Gennany and Scandinavia buy leather furniture as their initial purchase. In 
Britain the pattern is markedly different. The immediate furniture purchase is seen as a temporary 
expediency well down the priority list of a restricted budget and furniture is usually replaced after 
four years. In the United States the pattern is more like that in Britain than in Gennany but the move 
up-market occurs soone' because both American and imported Italian models are cheaper in relation 
to incomes than the corresponding ratio of prices to incomes in Europe and especially Britain in these 
early stages. 

The middJe-agec! relatively affluent comumer sector in the 2.5 to 44 year old age group, which is the 
biggest spender on furniture, and the next age group up mmprise the most important comumer 
sector. These two comumer groups have high incomes; they have already catered for their major 
capital expenses; and their freely available disposable income is the largest. 

The campaign to enhance the prominence of leather upholstery in the retail store was so successful 
that it was not unusual to find whole selling floors filled exclusively with sofas, suites and chairs in 
leather. Expanded incomes and sales turnovers ensured that this strategy would continue. 
Polyvinyl chloride upholstery, which had at first been successfully promoted as a reasonably priced 
genuine alternative to leather in looks and prestige was displaced in Western European and North 
American markets and retained a foothold only in F.astem Europe. 

2. The market for ar upholstery 

Leather has also been an established material Cor car upholstery, originally because it could withstand 
the exposure to the elements of the open car and later because it was practical, comfortable, readily 
cleanable and stain resistant. In addition, it had an aesthetic, luxury and prestigious appeal which 
helped to enhance the image of the driver. As with furniture, it was this attribute which carried the 
most weight with the end<omumer. 

Leathu •1pholstery was standard in the top-of-the-range models aNI up to the end of the seventies 
offered as an option in models quite far down the price range. Marketing strategy aims at trying to 
extend the standard and the option ranges and therefore, as with furniture, targets manufacturers to 
continue to offer a leather option in down-market models and dealers to order leather upholstered 
versions for their showroom models. The car dealer is primarily concerned with moving showroom 
stock and, rather than risk losing a sale if the customer asks for an option not readily to hand, will 
become a strong advocate for whatev:"r model is in the showroom. Unlike other options supplying, 
leather upholstery is a major exercise that has to be fitted into the car assembly time schedule. Until 
the Japanese abandoned straightforward uniform mass car assembly for personalized production with 
the help of advanced automation, operator flexibility, robotry and computeri7.ation, European and 
American car maker.; were keen to elimina~ small variations from the standard and dropped any 
option that fell below 5% of the production run. As a w.;ult of this policy, the number of lower 
pric<>d models declined markedly and although some have been reinstated leather upholstery is now 
available in the top-of-the-range, where it is still standard, and as an option in the next price bracket 
down. Car manufacturers fitting leather upholstery are Rolls Royce, Jaguar, Rover, Jen~n. Mercedes, 
BMW, Audi, Saab, Volvo, Rerlclult, Peugeot, Citmen, Lancia, Ferrari, Maserati, Cadillac, Buick, Toyota, 
Nissan and Honda. In Rolls Royce the leather utili1.ation is 9K% and in Jaguar95%. Although leather 
is standard in only one Cadillac model, traditionally nearly all Cadillac purchaser.; demilnd leather 
and the proportion is over K2%. Volvo's is 20%, a lower than original share after Volvo expanded 
i~ model range. 
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The leather upholstery share of the muket has traditionally been higher in Europe than in USA -
roughly IO~ as against 5~. reflecting the rather different attitude towards the car of Europeans, who 
have tended to regard it as a luxury, and the Americans, to whom a car is an everyday necessity. 
As the demographic structure in both continents has changed and the proportion of relatively affluent 
middle-.ged and elderly people grown. sales of the higher priced cars have risen and the leather 
upholstery proportions in the two a.-eas have merged at about 11 ~- The Japanese started to fit 
leather upholstery in 19'18 and the proportion of the total consumption is growing rapidly both in 
Japan and in Japanese car markets in Europe and USA. 

Personalizing the car is the manufacturer's strategy lo maintain market shares and the Japanese ha~e 
shown that this can be taken to a high degree of individuality without sacrificing productivity or 
quality and, by reducing the cost of idle process stock and work in progress, with considerable cost 
savings which can be passed on to the customer. Leather upholstery provides a means of enhancing 
the prestige image and providing environmentally acceptable differentiation and individuality. 

The model range gives a clear indication of the profile of the consumer - the affluent, the lop 
executives and all who have to project a successful image. For these the extra SIOOO or $2000 for 
leather upholstery is not a de~~.~nt For the manufacturer and the dealer the option is a cost 
effective operation giving a very high margin of added value and profit as well as a valuable selling 
point for the high priced car. For environmental reasons status, prestige and recyclability are 
replacing speed, power and engine size as the promotion arguments. Already in national advertising 
car manufacturers universally are strongly emphasizing the value of the car interior. 

3. Aircraft 

Aircraft upholstery is a small but growing market appealing mainly to the top executive. The 
immediate marketing target is the designer and the manufacturer, promoting both the sales appeal 
of leather seating and its fire resistance and performance. 

4. Contract furnishing 

Contract furnishing is the third largest outlet for leather upholstery and has grown rapidly during 
and since the sixties with the development of large commercial corporations and the re-furbishing 
of new government and other public buildings. In these areas image projection is the key aspect and 
leather furnishing fits the desired image. Leather upholstery seems to be standard for parliamentary 
and courtroom seating. for ministerial offices, for boardrooms and executive suites and it is usual for 
prestige company and hotel reception areas. Originally it was used in airport lounges but here the 
much improved synthetics have generally taken over. 

The immediate marketing targets in this sector are the interior designer, the architect and the 
specialist manufacturers concentrating on contract work. In government and other public buildings, 
the design approach is usually traditional though in the Melbourne Centre and concert hall, which 
aimed at competing with the Sydney Opera House, leather was used for panelling the walling of the 
•\·hole access area and staircase. With commercial and corporate contract work, the design and 
product approach, especially in Italy, is far more innovative, moving away from the antiqued padded 
buttoned look towards using the leather constructionally and capitalising on its intrinsic strength. 

The limits of product innovation 

Notwith.4'tanding the tremendous impact of product innovation in recent years, the scope of ini1iativl' 
in this domain remains necessarily limited when it comes to leathergoods. The rr. 'in outl<!ts of leathcrgl>0ds 
are personal uses such as footwear and garments. These are sen.4'itive to fashio1l but too specific to give 
room to systematic innovation. Furthermore, the ground for new products 11P.eds to be prepared by socio· 
cultural changes upon which the industry has no influence. The success of •~armcnts was driven by the 
eme~cncc of youth as spender,;. The success in athletic shoes was borne by the leisure society's addiction 
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to fitness and sports. The success of upholstery derives from the growth of corporations and bureaucracy. 
The marketers of the industry halve demonstrated how effectively they could take advantage of these trends. 
but of course they halve not created them. 

It is because of the limitation of true innovation that product differentiillion deserves the first place 
as a strategical variable in the halnds of managers of leather firms. 
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PRODUCT DIFFERENTIATION 

Unlike innovation. product differentiation does not diversify the product-mix by creating a new 
product, but gives a distinctive identity to a variation on an existing theme. Differentiation exploits the 
diversity of consumers' tastes to segment the markets into compartments more or less isolated from each 
other and therefore less exposed to the pressure of competition. 

The basic features of product differentiation 

Two kinds of differentiation are generally found. In horizontal differentiation, a given item is offered 
in several versions differentiated by minor characteristics. The markets for these versions are, to a certain 
eJCtent, separated from each other, either because the consumers are sensitive to the characteristics that best 
materiali:ze their ideal version of !he item (since tastes differ from person to person there is room in the 
market for many differentiated products) or simply because consumers may have a taste for diversity itself 
(certain persons have a preference for variety over uniformity; accordingly any characteristic, provided it 
differs from existing ones, will make the item incorporating it more desirable than other items). 

In vertical differentiation. the industry offers a range of products which are basically similar, and 
therefore rivals, but which differ in •quality level• and prices. Any consumer would prefer the versions at 
the higher quality levels but the price differentials ensure a stratification of markets according to the 
purchasing power of buyers. 

Between perfect substitutes, consumers have no preference; they automatically buy the cheapest item. 
In this situation. no firm can charge a higher price than its rivals without losing its market share. If there 
is no barrier to competition, the price is driven to the marginal cost level of the most efficient firm. 

In contrast, product differentiation establishes market niches. Consumers do not see equally priced, 
but differentiated products, as equally desirable. Between these products consumers have an order of 
preferl'nce. 

The point of differentiation is the loyalty of consumers to the variety they prefer to buy which then 
confers on the firm a certain market power. Thanlcs to the specific attributes of its variety of product, a firm 
can raise its price without losing all of its customers. Some buyers would switch to other varieties but some 
would accept to pay a higher price in order to acquire their preferred variety. Thus, consumers' loyalty, 
reflected in what economists call demand inelasticity, is a source of profit. By exploiting the inelasticity of 
demand, finns can charge prices higher than marginal costs. 

Differentiation strategies 

Horizontal and vertical differentiation are instruments of strategies aimed at capturing markets. 
When markets are differentiated, the number of firms in existence on the various niches is by definition 
small enough to allow for interaction between them, thus creating room for strategies. How these strategies 
are implemented varies according to the particular circumstances of the markets considered. However, a 
few stylized features can be pointed out: 

1. Who takes the initiative of differentiation? 

The initiative is likely to be taken by a new entrant or by the incumbent of a minor share of the 
market. When it comes to differentiated products, market niches are protected by barrier!> in the form 
of brand-loyalties or by control of the incumbents on retail shops or huge expenditures in advertising. 
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In the presence of these barriers, firms which are small in relation to their rivals cannot compete 
frontally for an occupied niche because defeat is almost certain to result.16 

With a sufficiently different product there is !>till a risk of losing, but at least there is a reasonable 
chance of success. Challengers thus have an incentive to create a new niche rather than to copy an 
existing one. This is for iMtance what LA.Gear did when it went for a share of the sports shoes and 
what Adidas is doing in order to conquer its lost share of that market. Whereas Nike and Reebok 
are locking their h~ for the high-tech heavily decorated segment of the market, LA. Gear 
positioned itself on its fashionable segment and Adidas is trying its luck on a high-tech no-frills 
segment. 

A successful incumbent would not introduce additional niches on its own initiative. However, under 
the pressure of competition he may do so either to occupy a niche preventively or to join in once a 
new niche has been created by a challenger. The decision to create a niche is not taken by a firm on 
the basis of a microeconomic calculation made in isolation from what other firms do. It is instead 
a strategic decision, one taken to exert influence on other firms or to react to the actions of other 
firms. 

The dynamic of differentiation strategies can be illustrated by the rivalry of Nike and Reebok for 
dominance of the US athletic footwear market. Nike used to have about 50 per cent of the market, 
thanks to a stronghold in track shoes at a time when jogging was becoming a social phenomenon. 
With a view to a share of the existing market, a US marketer obtained a license from the British firm 
Reebok to distribute running shoes. Under the shadow of Nike, the market share of Reebok remained 
negligible until the follower inaugurated a new path by launching women's aerobic shoes. These 
shoes proved to be a hit, not only in the fitness places, but also in the streets as fashi'Jn. Nike lost 
its dominant market share, whereas the sales of Reebok soared. The leader had become a follower. 
To mount a comeback. it did what followers do: further differentiate the product. But this time no 
chances were taken, it was decided to crowd the full product space. Today, Nike is in the market 
with 300 models in 900 styles, including such unexpected products as special shoes for cheerleading 
and, for good measure, several versions of all-purpose trainers.17 

2. How many varieties will the market take? 

By definition, a product is differentiated when its buyers are ready to pay a premium for this 
particular product compared to others which have the same l.!Se. Obviously, the premium can be 
larger if not too many acceptable substitutes are around. It follows that any entrant would like to 
come up with a product as distinct as po!>Sible from those of the incumbents. Furthermore, the 
volume of sales is larger when exploiting a niche all by oneself than when sharing a niche already 
occupied. Hence all firms want to differentiate. 

There is an obvious limit to niche proliferation within individual plants and even production firms. 
Firms willing to broaden their product lines will be faced with the problem of diseconomies of scope. 
Although progressing all the time, the technology of flexible manufacturing cannot suppress the fact 
that it is more costly to produce more variations than less. Furthermore, marketing management may 
get out of hand as the range of products broaden. This is reportedly one of the causes of the setback 
suffered by Adidas on the US market. At one time AdidiJS was preponderant in athletic shoe$ on the 
US market. The footwear range consisted of 1,200 varieties among which included "even shoes for 
left-handed bowlers" according to an interview given to Business Week by the Adidas manager for 

16 Stt Aron, D.J. and U7A!ar, E.P .• The lnlroduction of New Products, Am.:rian r:,·.onomic !ournal, AEA Paper~ anJ Proccedinp;~. 
Vol.llO, !'l;o.2, May 1990, pp.421-421>. 

17 
!'re Report on ffusine!u Map;azine, Ma~· 1990, pp.9J.CJ5. 
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logistics.11 The firm had trouble co-ordinating the marketing of this wide nnge of products, and 
through delivery problems lost hold of many of its distributors. 

Is there also a limit to the total number of niches that the market will bear, hence to the total number 
of firms that can co-exGt on the market of differentated leather products and footWP..ar? 

Apparendy, the total number of niches is limited by structural factors. Fmtly, it is not easy to 
generate acceptable variations on a theme as old as footwear and leather products. fuM.-tionality 
dictates the major theme and fashion proposes a few v•riations. All firms want to be where the 
demand is and fashion correlates the preference of consumers around a few chancteristics of colour, 
texture and design. Selecting a variety too distinct from what the others do may throw the baby out 
with the hot water. The firm would get rid of competition but at the same time would lose too many 
customers. 

Secondly, the ct:mSumers have a budget constnint. The size of the market, given by the total amount 
of consumer expendfoares on leather defeds, limits the number of varieties that can be efficiently 
produced. 

Thirdly, what can efficiendy be produced depends on the fixed cost of differentiation. To 
differentiate a product requires to produce a specific design and to impose this design on the market 
by means of advertising and marketing. Designing a specific look or a specific functional feature is 
a very expensive activity. Nike keeps a permanent crew of industrial designers doing just that;19 

advertising the designs is also expensive;» finally, marketing is costly too because intense promotion 
is needed at the retail level to skim the market in a campaign that will last only 3 to 6 months. The 
fixed cost of differentiation plus the risk premium associated with it21 imply that differentiating 
firms should have a minimum market to survive even though their production processes themselves 
are not subject to scale economies. 

Combined, these structural features indicate that varieties cannot be boundlessly multiplied. For the 
industry as a whole this may sound worrisome since differentiation is the main way of growth. An 
interesting question is therefore to find where the limit is. How many varieties a market will actually 
take is very difficult to tell, but it is possible to identify the factors that will influence the number of 
varieties. 

In the case of horizontal differentiation, consumers have the choice between v.srieties equally priced. 
The number of varieties will increase as the market grows and as the fixed costs associated with entry 
decline. Hence, trade or economic growth, because they expand the market, or computer-assisted 
design, because it reduces the cost of design, open the gate to more and more varieties.:u 

In the case of vertical differentiation, the market is structured by quality levels. FormaliZ£d reasoning 
on highly stylized features indicates that an upper boundary limits the nur.tber of firms which can 

18 Stt Business Wttk.. March 11, 1991, p.45. 

19 Stt Reeort on Busine1s Maezine. May 1990, p.'i2. 

1.0 To penelrale lhe European mark.et, Nike will spend USS39 million in adverlising in 1991. See Business Week. ~1.lrch 11, 1991. 
p.45. 

21 
Thal a ri•k is involved is indicated by the sharp varialions of market shares from one year lo anolher among big competilon 

(stt end ol lhis Chapler on this subject). 

22 
Concerning the role of trade, see Uelpman, F- and Krugman, r.R., Markel Slrudure and Foreign Trade, The MIT l'ress, 

Cambridge and London, 19116, pp.140.151. 
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~t on such a market. Here, however, the upper boundary is not given by the relative 
magnitudes of demand and entry costs, as in the horimntal case, but by the interplay of technology 
(the change of unit cost associated with quality improvements) and tastes (the willingness to pay for 
better quality). 

The limit expands as the distribution of tastes among consumers becomes less homogeneous and as 
technology brings about ways of increasing quality without increasing costs too steeply.n Since this 
limit does not depend on market size, economic growth or trade cannot alter it. 

As a matter of fact. it has even been argued that the impact of trade would be to reduce the total 
number of products by wiping out those at the lowest quality level.31 Trade, and more generally 
all forms of increased competition, brings prices down. Some of the finm which lose ground in 
downscale products shift their product-mix towards higher quality products. Thus rivalry is stirred 
at the upscale level even if the initial competitive pressure was at the downscale level. As rivalry is 
stirred, prices of upscale goods tend to fall - given the preferences of consumers (who presumably 
prefer better quality products) demand will be diverted from the lower to the higher level. With 
time, the downscale products are eliminated because the smaller price differentials between quality 
levels increase the gravitation to better quality. Even extremely cheap, low quality articles are not 
attractive to buyers if better quality is available at not much higher prices. 

The pertinence of these reasonings to real world situations if of course limited. However, they 
corroborate intuitive expectations and they are conoborated by certain empirical observations. It is 
a fact for instance that consumers' products at the lower end of the quality scale tend to disappear. 
It is the case of the Trabant in the automobile sector and it is the case of rubber and canvas tennis 
shoes in the domain of footwear.25 

All in all, product-differentiation, horizontal and vertical, is on the increase in rich societies.• 

The impact of mass product competition from developing countries has fostered a quick escalation 
of the quality scale in developed countries. Within each quality level, trade has generated a profusion 
of differentiated products unknown in the recent past - 20 years ago no retail shop would have 
offered American, Danish, French. German, Italian and Spanish versions of upscale outdoor shoes at 
the same time as is current today. 

Strategic differentiation works through continuous creation of new niches and through gradual 
enhancement of products quality. These two developments cannot be sustained concomitandy unless 
some mechanisms provoke the artificial obsolescence of the products. This mechanism that shortens 
the shelf life of the products notwithstanding quality enhancement is, of course, fashion. 

As the trend in leather products involves generating more varieties of more costly and shorter-lived 
products, it should be clear that marketing takes on a central importance in the business of strategic 
interactions. 

S« Sh.tked, A . .tnd Sutton, J., N.ttur.tl oligopolies, Emnometri,S!, Vol.SJ, No.S, Septembtt 1983, pp.1469-1483. 

2t S« G.tbsuwicz, J.J., Sh.tked, A., Sutton, J., .tnd Thisse, J.F., lnlttn.tlion.tl Tr.tde in Differmli.tled Products. lnm"n.tlion.tl 
f.conomic Rrvirw. Vol.22, No.3, October 1981, pp.527-534. 

25 
Al the time of writing lhne lines, the rubber .tnd anv.t11 lmnis shors, which prrv.tiled 20 ~""' .tgo .tnd h.td become .tlmost 

impossible lo find in the shops of drveloped countries just two ~.trs •go, are rnppr.tring. This lime howrver not H downsale 
produds but H .tn origin.ti .tllern.tlive lo the hyper modttn sne.tkns. Simil.trly, the Tr.tb.tnl ""'Y come b.tck in the future to sign.ti the 
origin.tlity ol its owners. 

26 
Ille number ol products in superm.trkets h.t• -red from 13,000 in 1981 In 21,000 in l'M7", McKenn.t, R .• M•rkrting in .tn Age 

ol Dive,,ily, Harvard Bu~in"~ Revirw. Sepl.·Ocl. l'Mll, pM-89. 
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MARKET SlRA TEGIES 

Innovation and product differentiation malce products diffemlt from those of the rivals. The next 
step is to seU these products at profitable prices. The problem consists of extracting aU the rever.ue the 
mulcet will bear and avoid~ the entry of rivals. Tadding this proNem involves action by the buyer and 
interaction with other &nm. The buyers will have lo be persuaded to pay prices that not only remunerate 
au the ingredients that mntributed to thP product but also include some pure profit ma.gin; the rivals firms. 
potential or actual, will have to be kept at bay ~.atlildced. Pricing, advertising. and retailing are the three 
major tools that madcelrrs will use to mnduct their strategies. 

Price rivalry 

Having descnDed in chapter 2 how prices are formed on the basis of a mark-up over nonna! costs. 
it remains to discuss some typical price behaviors in the leather and leathe1goods markets.11 

When demand is not fully elastic. a firm can exert a certain degree of market power. Then. price 
becomes a strategic variable. With power over ils market. a firm can determine, within a given range. the 
price of the produd. If conswners are known to differ in their willingness to pay for the product (different 
tastes. different incomes). then the firm m;;y find it profitable to adopt a pricing policy known as price 
discrimination. 

Price discrimination involves charging different prices to different consumers for the same goods. 
An example is that of discounts to chain stores below the prices charged to single stores. This practice is 
frequent because the chain store may decide to supply the goods itself if the finn does not concede 
advantageo\IS conditions. The single store is not in a position to integrate backwanls as its low volume of 
sales would not cover the fixed cost of production. Hence, it cannot negotiate a discount. When such a 
situation occurs, it is more profitable for the supplier to charge two prices - low to the chain store, high to 
the single store - rather than a uniform price at a level low enough to prevent vertical integration on the 
part of the chain store. 

To realize price discrimination. arbitration between the downstream firms must be prevented. If it 
is not. then the single store could buy from the chain store rather than from the upstream supplier, and a 
uniform price could set in. Preventing arbitration can be achieved in several ways. A contract precluding 
it is one of them; the determination of exclusive sales territories is another way. But quite often price 
discrimination is prohibited by law. A loophole then is vertical integration. Tiie firm acquires one chain 
store and sells its product exdusively to its own chain. This pnctice attempts to circumvent the law by 
internalizing the downstream transactions in order to conceal them from the law. It is not likely though 
that the exercise of market power will remain unobserved for long. 

Another form of price discrimirution co~ists in charging different prices for the same item at 
different periods of time. Prices of raw materials undergo wide fluctuations, amplified by speculative 
behavior. Obviously. firms do not wish to adjust their prices every time the cost of .-.. w hides and skins 
goes up or down; co~uently they hold inventories to balance differences between production and 
shipments. Stocks are held because of their convenience (they keep prices stat.~'!. they rei;pond smoothly 

'I: Pri« bdt.vion t•M pl«ir only to the ntftlt th•t finM IYn •t w•t • little control ovtt ttw marMI; the following paragr•f'h' 
thttefoH •pply only to marbts wfwtt tlw numbtt of firms .. nnt sn t.rgw that •ny individual firm would be deprived (If •ny 1nftufttcr 
oo the pricn it f•<r•. 
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lo demand fluctuations). but storage has a cost• and is also risky.8 These stocks can be held anywhere 
along the processing chAin - by the tanners. by the kathtt products makers, by the wholesalers. by the 
RtAilers.311 Acmrding to a study of Kurt ~lmon Assocales, the time it takes in the United Stales to 
transform raw material into a footwear mail sak is 55 Wftlcs of which 11 are spent in production.31 As 
a mst is involved. one of the strategic themes of the industry involws. for every notch on the scale, shifting 
the storage cost from one stage lo another. 

lntertemporal pricing discrimination is one way stooge costs can be transfened from one stage lo 
the other. This strategy mnsists basic.ally in selecting the most profitable distribution of IDUI supply 
(production plus stock change) among martcets consiclftM at different limes in the future. DiscrimiNtion,, 
it must be noted, is feasible only by firms in a market with imperfect competition. :12 These firms are able 
lo set prices, and thereby ou~ to optimiz.e these variables over time. This is not the place lo discuss the 
ndes leading lo optimization,, :n but to draw altention to a comequence of discrimination for vertical 
integration. It has been said Iha-. if the distribution chAnnds are mmprised of many firms compding .nth 
each other, intertemporal discrimimtion will not be possible; all producers an do. if they want wholesalers 
or RtAilers to stock their products. is lo set a price that changes through time in order to fully absorb 
storage costs. In order to be in a position to profit from intertemponl discriminations the atomistic 
structure of disln"bution must be upset. Producers will therefore attempt to control the storage capacity of 
the disln"bution system. Such a conllol can be obtained directly through downward integration (and indeed 
most of the large leathetgoods firms have their own distribution chmnels) or indirectly. Indirect control 
is obtained when, by means of advertising. strong firms manage to glamorize their products in the eyes of 
the public to the point that retailers have no other choice if they want to sell anything than to handle the 
branded products at prices which are set by the firm which markets these products. In the case of athletic 
footwear for instance, both direct and indirect mntrols are combined to exercise a strong influence over the 
distribution channels in the USA. 

A second case of intertemporal pricing discrimination occurs in the realm of fashion. In footwear and 
leathergoods, many articles are subject to mhion. On the demand side, fashion implies that the maximum 
price that consumers are ready IO pay for the mhionable article is a function not only of their income but 
also of the time at which the purchase tam place. A firm having a certain degree of market power will 
try to set its prices on a temporal path that tam advantage of time dimension of the demand schedule. 
Without entering into a detaiW analytical examination of this pricing strategy, it may be said that prices 
will be set so that each class of income buys at a particular time. The most affluent dass buys as soon as 
the product is marketed, and the poorest class will buy in the last instance. To obtain this effect the prices 
must decline in such a way so as to ensure that the difference of price between two moments in time is not 
so large as to encourage the rich to delay their purchases nor so small that the producer would forego part 
of the feasible profit. 

31 lntnat on w«king capital, rmt al storage rooms, insur•na. m.1n.gemen1, de. 

:!f As stocks incrrur. tM possible lcJA raulling from • priu f•ll gets morr imporgnl; ~ • crilial poinl thr siu al thr loss 
would expose lhr firm le • loss al cred~hiness. In tlw tanning sector m•ny firms Md lo daK dur IO lhill cff«t. 

JO TM mnvenirnc:r yield al holding stocb is probebly gtt•ln for IMMB (nposed lo widr fluctu.tlions of r•w m•lm•I pric~) 
•nd for wholn.ltts •nd rrt.ilns (which haw• vit•I inlttnt in responding insl•nUnrnusly IO dr1Nnd). This is"'"')' slor•gr ap.-c:ilir.o 
it.ppm lo t-r concrnlr•lcd •I tM two exlrnnitics al llw ch•i". 

JI Ser World foolwr•r. M.ty/Jurw 19", p.41. 

» Firms which haw lo tab prices ••given cannoc discriminate betwftn m.1rkds. All llwy an do is lo •ccumul•le slocb wlwn 
prier inarascs ur •nlicipalcd •nd Mii al their outpul if lhr preHlll prier is hi3htt IMn llw expected futurr prior . 

.D An optimum p•lh dmwinds IMt prices br fi•cd so H IO rqu•l IM v•ri•lion of ""'~""' <OJI lo lhr m.1rgin•I slor•gr <OJI, •nd 
IMI slncb hr .djuslcd so H to rqual llw m•rgiul msl of sloragr lo lhr v•ri•lie>n of lhr m.1rgiul Miii of producli<>ll 
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This pricing strategy lies behind the recurrent occurrence of Yles at mid-season. In the course of the 
lifetiiM of a product sellers giw incrasing importance to the maximum prias consumers are willing to f>AY 
and decreasing import.ante to production and marbling costs (because the volume of Yles has mcre.sed 
in the mNnlime). After a c:m.in daite prices are discounlaL even under the marginal cost. to sell off the 
mnaining inventories.. 

lntatemporal pna. is obviously linbd to the cocnmertial obsolescence ol the products. In some 
cimunstanms obsolrscetke lends to acalente. One form competition takes is research and development 
IO ~ new products on the marled.. lntiease rivalry sometimes leads to an Kttlention of the Rid> nee. 
In spoos shoes. for ~nee. the shelf-time ol upscale products has gone down &om 12 months to six. and 
in SC>IM aises three months. Such brief shelf lifetimes often c:haraderiZI! products which halve beer. very 
hr.avily advertised. Therdore, the market must be thoroughly skimmed to recoup expenditures. and pricing 
becomes an extremely importcnt nurlceting instrument. 

Advertising 

There are basally two types of advertising: one that inlonns and one that influences. 

lnlonnative advertisq doe not contribute to protect a market. On the contrary. when it conveys 
information on firms. on products, on shop locations, advertising does more to provide competition than 
to insulate markets. Buyers learn of available substituteS, their scope of choice is thereby enlarged with the 
result that demand gains in elasticity. 

Tanners and leather product makers spend a lot on informative advertising in the trade magazines 
and in the trade fairs in which they pArticipAte. They do it because they have to remain visible to the 
customers and beause they need to i"\lroduc:e their new products. At the d~ level products are 
bought because of their low price, but upscale goods are bought in view of their quality. Price informalion 
is easy to convey, but nmlity information always contains more complex elements of apprecialion. Through 
years of informative advertising, existing finns halve acquired an established reputation. When coming up 
with a new product all they have to do is to circulate the news. The customers, themselves in the trade for 
many years, will have an opinion on whalt the product is worth based on past experience. 

In this respect newcomers are not as well placed as incumbents. The chances are that a newcomer, 
especially if he comes from new or emerging leather countries, will be regarded with suspicion. 
Professional buyers can be convinced through Ymples and tests, but customers will be reluctant to try a 
product which is new on the market and is expensive (as quality goods are). The problem for the 
newcomer is then to induce them to at least try their products, and for that purpose he must be prepared 
to spend more thaln incumbents do. 

Since high-quality products are likely to generate repeat purchases, attracting initial customers is 
expected to yield sustained income. Hence an entrant accepts to use part of its current income to attract 
initial customers. 

Rational buyers will not take advertising at face value; they are reluctant to buy because they do not 
have experience with the item and advertising in itself cannot substitute for experience. Fortunately, there 
are ways that firms can send quality signals addressed to the rationality of buyers. A finn can do this, for 
instance, by burning its vessels in a campaign of conspicuous expenditures. By means of the money wasted. 
the entrant declares thalt he commits himself to being on the market for a long time. The buyer understands 
that such a commitment could not be held if the real quality does not match the promises. Alternatively. 
high-quality may be signalled by low prices. Seemingly, lhis practice goes against the general view that 
high prices and high quality go together. Yet, low prices may work as a quality signal if the marketers 
manage to convey the message that today's sacrifice means that the quality i.., good enough to ensure that 
the firm will stay on the market and will make profits in the future. 
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Comidering that f~hion. ~nned obsolescence, and product differentiation. are basic facts of market 
life no firm wants to push the Sysyp;oe.n slonr of advertising each tinie a new product or a new variety 
is lo be biunched. Firms will therefore try to est.blish a brand with a reputation for ~tisfying quality 
expecatiom. lmk-.dverse m.~umers will tend to re1Nin loyal to such a brand and the firm will tend to 
retMin lo~I to its reputation. premeiy beause it natters to the buyers. Thus. the innd n1me mys, while 
the products JMSS· 

&r.nds are not only useful .s indicators of quality, they are also inage carriers. As everyone knows, 
advertising is far from being strictly infonNtionaL it is also persusive. In this bitter function. it persuades 
buyers that a brand concfers the owner of its products a desil'illble ismge than other brands cannot give.Jt 

Procbiiming a qulity that consumers cannot observe immediately, and providing a desinble inuge. 
bnnds tend to soften competition by generating lo~lty on the part of buyers.35 The key element in this 
DYrketing slriltegy is product bibelling aid identifiation. .s it is with Reebok. Nike and Timberlilnd in shoe 
marketing. The Leathennark. Woolmarlc., Cotton. Silk and simibir lilbels serve the same purpose in the 
overall industry marketing campaigns. but. of course, are equally valid for high and low cost productions 
and garments of all origins. The newly formed American Leather Clothing Association biunched their 
ALCA bibel in 1991 to stimulate leatherwear sales in the US but did not restrict its use to American 
productions. Over half of the leather garments sold in Japan carry the ALCA label of the All Japan Leather 
Costume Asso..."iation. the leading wholesalers' organization. Such bibels not only identify the malerYI of 
the product and give instructions on care and deaning but also convey a quality assunnce even if they do 
not guanntee compliance with a performance specification .s does the Woolmark. 

Individual company labelling is equally important though again no guarantee of origin. In 1991 Le 
Tanneur, the major French leathergoods manufacturer with a long history of poster advertising in France, 
biunched its first own-label range of designer men's leatherwearbut manufactured in Turkey. Large tnding 
companies like those in Japan have established buying subsidiaries in source countries like Hong I<ong and 
market garments under their own brands. Wholesalers and the birger department stores also follow 
own-label and house design policies. It is imporant therefore ft>: manufacturers in the market countries 
to establish a separate, individual identity through distinctive design and a quality image. The top fashion 
designers in Europe, USA and Japan all now include leather in their collections and some, such as Jean Muir 
in England, have specialized in leatherwear. Such designer labels have helped high cost pret-.i-porter 
leather specialists like Loewe of Spain and MacDougbis of France to maintain a presence in the market 
pbice. 

11ie world-wide demand for aerobic footwear demonstnted the enormous power of multinatiorwl 
promotion and advertising to pull sales through the retail trade. The demand for leather garments and 
leather upholstery dr.monstntes the power of unobtrusive but sustained image building to do the same. 

This image building w.s a contrived operation initially but is now rolling along under its own 
momentum. In neither the leatherwear nor the uphol~tery sector is there any market leader on whose brand 
name an effective marketing bibel can be hung which would establish in the public mind an automatic 
connection between garments or upholstery and leather and its acceptance as a con.~umer buying motivation 
for these products. The only possible candidates might be Loewe for gannents and de Sede for furniture. 
but both have only limited recognition outside of the glossy fashion or interior decoration magazim .. >s. For 
the time being that momentum seem.~ to be all that i~ needed, but there are sigR.." that the image may need 
some deliber.llte polishing. 

Br.ind loyalties can be solid barrier.; to the entry of newcomer.;. Brands will therefore be .i weapon 
in thl• strategic ar.;enal of firms. A brand can either be bought · like Adidas and Puma have recently been 

" rf'OPIC' whn k-i~ly buy f.ali.C' Roln w.atcht-!< buy .an im•Kr. "''' .a qu.ality l.abC'I. 

" Thie loy.allv c.an K" •~ f.ar •~ lh.- rrvolt of t"C1C.a Col.a buy.-,.. wh.-n th.- firm .attc-mpk•I le• mo.lily 11< lr.1Jihon.1I proJuct 
prC"'.-nt.ation. 
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by a French and a Swedish comfNny respectively - or created ex nihilo like Nike and Reebok were a few 
years ago. Buying - or leasing a brand - gives immediate access to a market but it will generally be a 
mark.et in decline, at least in relative terms. The alternative is to create one's own brand. However, as will 
now be seen. to create a brand commanding buyers' loyalties can be a longlasting operation. 

Since all firms have access to the same media and can hire the services of equally skilful advertisers, 
it is the amount of expenditure that ultimately differentiates the advertising strategies of the rivals. What 
can be achieved by advertising outlays is however confined within the limils set by the following 
considerations. First. it would be difficult for a firm lo hold a niche if ils share of voice in the advertising 
theatre declines by too much or for too long under ils market share. Second, it is hard to win market shares 
by virtue of advertising alone; specialisls in that branch reckon that in order to encroach significantly on 
a competitor's territory, big spending differentials (one to two) would have to be sustained over very long 
periods (3 to 6 years). Third, advertising is sutJ;ect to a cumulative effect whereby the effectiveness of 
additional expenditures made today increases with the amount accumulated in the .,.st. 

Put together, these considerations suggest that advertising by itself is not likely to upset market 
shares. 

In a market where no competitor has a decisive advantage in terms of product. organization or cost, 
market shares are relatively stable and not too concentrated. In this situation. the ratio share of voice I share 
of market are likely to be close to one. Firms investing in a niche will probably have a ratio somewhat 
higher than one, whereas well-established firms will probably be somewhat under one. The latter spend 
relatively less because their voice has been heard loud enough in the fNSt that an £cho still reverberates in 
the present the former spend more because they want to introduce something new on the market. 

As long as no competitive edge emerges, there is no incentive to altt>r the behavior reflected in ratios 
dose to one. A newcomer has no incentive to start an advertising war because it would have to increase 
its ratio to a very risky value to match the benefit incumbenls derive from .,.st expenditures. Well
established firms would have the wherewithal to spend so much in advertising that it would be cost 
prohibitive for anyone else to compete. However, a preventive strategy of permanent overspending m~y 
not appeal to shareholders because it would not leave profils to milk. 

Thus, marketing managers are likely to stick to conservative outlays large enough to ensure adequate 
reach and frequency but not to alter market-shares. 

Oearly, the same restrain• will not apply when it comes time for a large firm to invade the territory 
of small incumbents or when a firm uses advertising to support the exploitation of a competitive edge. A 
firm like Nike, for instance, which is a large one in the sense that it holds half the US market of sports shoes 
and which also thinks it has an organiutional advantage over its rivals, will not hesitate to mount an 
expensive advertising campaign to dislodge competitors from a coveted market segment. To grow in 
Europe, where it holds the third place, Nike plans to spend 539 million on advertising in 1991.36 

Considering that the SlOO million that Nike already spends in the United States also exerts some impact on 
European buyers, it is certain that no more than one or two firms are able to match Nike's budget. In this 
case, the odds are that smaller firms will have to ad;ust by conceding market losses, and consequently to 
quit or to develop new niches. 

Efforts in advertising may dissipate in vain if not supported at the retail level. Experience shows that 
firms in the business of leather articles must keep a balance between advertising and promotion. Point-of. 
sale promotion is important for most consumer goods but, in the case of many leather articles it is 
particularly important due to their status of "experience goods", goods the value of which can only be 
assessed after purchase. 
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To a certain extent. the attributes of leather products can be ticertained before a purchase, because 
design. leather ql•ality, colour, sitt, etc. are more or less self-evident. However, some of them only become 
apparent with time. Leathergoods, for instance, are bought for their durability. Since only experience 
brings direct information on durability, and since the frequency of purchases is not high for durable 
(upholstery) or semi-durable (shoes, garments) goods, consumers are reluctant to try new products. To gain 
a market share will then tequire more outlays and more time from new entrants than it did from the 
incumbents when they pioneered the market. 

Because of this uncertainty, retailers play a considerable role in shaping the preferences of the 
consumers. It is therefore important for the outcome of a differentiation policy that a convergence of action 
exists between produars and retailers. Such is not necessarily the case. 

Producers commanding some market power may wish retailers to promote their products by offering 
services such as luxury premises and well-styled attendants. In the view of the upstream firms, these 
services are expected lo boost demand, but downstream firms may not be willing to take the risks of 
additional costs for an uncertain increase in sales. The straightforward way to obtain these services from 
the retailer would be lo specify them in a contract. But r•JCh a contract would often be exceedingly difficult 
to write (how exactly should a well-styled salesforce bei..ave?) and to enforce (what exactly was missing in 
the pre-sale information given to the customers?). An incentive should then be given to the retailer to 
behave in a way desired by the producer. 

The incentive may simply be given by leaving the retailer a profit-margin and a local monopoly.:y; 
But whereas profit gives the wherewithal of promotional services, it cannot guarantee that the right amount 
of effort will actually be provided. 

Alternatively, the upstream firm may attempt to directly supervise the provision of services. There 
are several forms of control. One is takeover. But absorption is not always desirable,» nor feasible." 
An alternative means of control is franchising. In this system, the upstream firm itself provides the retailer 
with promotional services (for instance, shop decoration. vast stocks). Demand is boosted and the marginal 
cost of the upstream firm decreases. ~upstream firm then prices its products at marginal rost. That price 
is, of course, lower than the level that would be charged if the upstream firm took advantage of his market 
power. But. it gives retailers an incentive to make decisions that will maximize the profit of the vertical 
structure. The retailers set the retail price on the basis of their cost (equal to the marginal cost of the 
upstream firm), on the one hand, and the elasticity of final demand (as enhanced by the promotional 
services) on the other. The retail price thus maximizes the profit that the combined structure of upstream 
and downstream finns extract from the market. This profit is made by the retailers having charged a price 
equal to marginal cost but it does not remain with them. The upstream firm does not realize any profit, 
but because it has market power, it will charge a franchise fee calculated to absorb part or of all the profit 
from the downstream firm. 

J; A rct.tiln offering. say, •n ovnsind wlnforce, musl clwrge more lh•n • self-service shop. Bui con~umc:'rs m•y m•ke lhcir 
chc>ice in llw former shop •nd buy in lhe I.lier one. Gr.nling ndusivc lerrilorics would prcvml frtt-riding. 

• R~•iling is• l«hnology which has lillle to do wilh manuf•during. Few• manufacturer lo conlrnl hundr~s of r~•il shoyo 
m•y M •n unm•n•ge•ble luk. 

·'° Few insl•nce, lhe merger bctwrcn ffrown Shoe •nJ Kinnl'y Shot- Slot•"!< w•~ consiJcrnl illt'K•I by US •nlilru~I •ulhoriliC"< 
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRATEGY 

In general the retail price of a COMumer good is a multiple of the ex-factory price and the 
multiplication fiilctor is larger for upsale goods tMn for standard goods. This rule applies of course also 
to leather articles. For instance, a pair of standard shoes in the cheap range will be, say. two or three times 
more expensive in a shop than ex-factory. w~ a branded piir of pumps may be 15 times more 
expensive. The inaeutent over the fiilctory price is comprised of the distriootion cost and of profit if any. 

It is along the value added chain linking manufacturers to retailers - often through wholesalers or 
importers - that organi:zational strat~ take place. These strategies aim at 1Mximizing the sum of profits 
made by the vertical structure and influencing its distribution across stages. 

The wherewithal of CJllani:zational strategy is market power. In some cases market power is 
concentrated at one stage of the structure; for instance. when the supplier of a differentiated product fiilces 
numerous retailers, who in tum compete among themselves to sell the product to the final consumer. But 
market power may also be distributed more or less equally among the stages, as when the retailers form 
a collective organiation to bargain with the manufacturers. 

When power is concentrated there is often no need for a strategy because a decision made at one 
stage is transmitted without interference throughout the whole structure. for instance. a manufacturer with 
market power will charge a profit-maximizing price to competing retailers, Assuming. for simplicity. that 
the reuiiling cost is negligible, the price charged by the manufacturers is the marginal cost of the retailer. 
Under the pressure of competition. the retailers will charge a price eqml to their margiMI cost - hence eqml 
to the price set by the manufacturer - to the final buyers. Thus, the profit-maximizing price of the 
manufacturer is charged to the consumers as if he had sold his product directly to them. However, if the 
retailers too are monopomts within their n!Spective retail area, organizational strategies are likely to enter 
the scene. The retailers would then charge a price exceeding their marginal cost. Facing a higher price, the 
consumers would buy kss than if they had been charged the profit-maximizing price of the supplier. Thus 
the total profit of the manufacturer would be lower than if he had himself dictated the retail price. In a case 
like this it is clear that there is room for an organiational strategy. 

In the first part of this century the initiative of organiational strategy was in the hands of 
manufacturing enterprises because the ensine of competitiveness was thf>o technology. For instance. Bata 
took the initiative when it developed large~le production techniques applied to footwear. The traditional 
distribution channels were unable to respond to the pressure created by the great volume of inventories 
required by mass sales. Hence, in order for the volume of sales to keep pace with the volume of 
production. di.'>tribution had to be modernized too. This was achieved by integrating downwards by means 
of a managerial innovation which gave Bata teams able to monitor and c0-0rdinate both production and 
distribut•~n. 

Nowadays market power no longer comes from an advantage in manufacturing operations but from 
product differentiation. The initiative of organiational strategy therefore no longer lies with the 
manufacturers. 

Product differentiation is performed to a certain extent in manufacturing, where the product i'> given 
its physical shape, and in retailing. where promotional efforts enhance the product in the eyes of the 
con.'>umer. Rut the crucial contribution is made by a speciali1.cd !Oet of services - essentially design and 
advertising - which are functionally diuociated from the technologies of production and distribution and 
can therefore be mobilized by any stage in the vertical structure. Accordingly, no stage has the privilege 
of market power. Retailers for iMtance can integrate backwards into the supply of differentiated producl'> 
if upstream suppliers exert too much marlret power on them (assuming of course retailers orv;ani1.e in buyer 
co-operatives or in chain shops so as to reach a si1.c larv;e enough to support scale economies in production). 
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It follows that orguliDtional strategies involve all kinds of interactions: from upstrum on 
dowmtttam firms or vice versa. Actually, as will be seen in the following paragraph. one of the most 
noticeable manifesliltiom of organizational strategy is the control taken by service finns on the vertical 
structure. 

In order to illustrate the variety of organizational strategies, t~ companies operating in the largest 
marbt of the world, the United Stites, will be ex;amined in depth. They are Genesco, a large-scale 
manufacturer, US Shoe, an integrated manufacturer; and~- a marketing company leaving manufacturing 
to others; the strategies used by these firms will be lenned strategy 1, 2 and 3 respectively. 

The strategy menu 

There are two overall points to be INde about the strategic choices which firms in the footwear 
industry face. 

The first is that many strategies can co-exist. There is no one l:w.st or most appropriate strategy. 

Second, strategies differ in comprehensiveness. At one extreme, firms can choose merely to be low 
cost manufacturers serving one or more wholesalers. At the other extreme, firms an elect to be fully 
integrated designers and wholesalers, responsible in addition for the advertising, public relations and image 
creation of their products. In this case, the consumer is being made aware of the name of the 
designer/manufacturer rather tt~n. as in the first case, the name of the retailer. 

In the case of strategies 1, 2 and 3, the strengths, weaknesses and prospects of the strategy will be 
looked aL The intent will be to predict which elements of the menu will be attractive over the long-term 
and which will be threatened by forces at work in the competitive environment. The forces are discussed 
at the end of the section. after a financial comparison of the strategies. 

Strategy 1: Low-cost manufacturing 

This category includes a number of companies in the SS million to $100 million/year sales category. 
Typically the larger companies have established some degree of vertical integration into retailing (either 
through owned or lice~ stores), while the smaller ones have not. All are engaged in wholesaling, with 
production for large retail chains the dominant practice. Among the larger of such companies is Genesco, 
whose 11 brands accounted for 1989 fociwear sales of $490 million. In 1987, 34 per cent of its output went 
to its own stores (numbering 700} arv.: the remainder was whol'5aled by a direct sales force. Seventy-five 
per cent of its output is men's shoes; 24 per cent women's; 1 per cent children's. Genesco provides 40 per 
cent of the shoes sold in its outlets, while the balance is bought in, 31 per cent from the US and 29 per cent 
imported. Its six US plants in 1987 ran at 77 per cent utilization. It also owns two leather tanning plants, 
14 per cent of whose output is for its own use, with the other 86 per cent of output wholesaled. A leather 
sole manufacturing operation was sold in 1987. 

The financial results of the company reveal consistently low profit margins: in 1987, its retail sales 
of 5187 million attained 535 n.?llion pre-tax profit, while its manufacturing and wholesaling unit with sales 
of 5114 million attained 53.7 million pre-tax. Pre-tax margins have been low or even nqi:ative (as in 1986) 
for most of the 1980s. Asset turnover (sales divided by assets) wcJoi; a reasonably high 2.9 in the retail group 
and 3.0 in manufacturing. 

Other companies pursuing a broadly similar strategy have obtained comparable results. Wolverine 
Worldwide, the largest US tanner of pigskin, and owner of the Hush Puppies brand and 120 dedicated 
outlets, averaged operating profit margiM of 3-S per cent over the 1985-89 period. Its sales were flat over 
the period, posting revenue of 5353 million in 1983 and 5325 million in 1989. Similarly, Brown, the largest 
US domestic manufacturer, reported an operating profit margin of S.O per cent in 1989 on sales of $1,820 
million. 
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Prospects for Strategy 1 

The outlook for companies following this strategy can be sunnised by looking at the aggregate US 
Census of ManufKturing data, which is heavily weighted by firms in the $5-$7.00 million/ year range. 
For 1986, value added per production worker in men's footwear, except athletic, and women's 
footwear, except athletic. averaged $32.000. only 37 per cent of the US manufacturing average. Sales 
per employee were $50,000, only 48 per cePt of the US average, and capital employed per employee 
was $500, or only 12 per cent of the US manufacturing average. Salary per employee in 1987 was 
Sl 1,804. All of this suggests that typically these companies are .vithout the resources to invest in 
better manufacturing or to market aggressively. These companies are essentially price-takers, and 
the price is likely to fall in real terms over time as foreign competition intensifies. Also, to the extent 
that retailing becomes more consoHdated, small footwear manufacturers will find their price-setting 
scope further undermined. Pricing pressure felt by retailers will of course exacerbate these problems. 
A survey of US retailing for the 1990s stated recently that •in this gloomy environment, most retail 
enterprises ha¥e come under heavy pricing pressure ·- the outlook is for flat to lower profits .... 

Strategy 2: Fully-integrated producer 

The second type of strategy is that of a company with more downstream integration into retailing. 
US Shoe is a broad line, fully integrated l'.'t:1mpany. It designs shoes in 21 different brand names - primarily 
women's non-rubber moderate-to-medium-high priced shoes - and seven brands of boots. Total sales in 
1989 were 5777 million, most of which was women's shoes. Recent designs include an attempt to straddle 
the athletic shoe/traditional shoe gulf with a shoe which, to quote the company, ·1ooks like a pump but 
feels like a sneaker: 

The company manufactures 50 per cent of its sales from 12 plants in the US, and sources the rest from 
independently-owned plants in Brazil, Italy, Spain. Republic of Korea, and the Dominican Republic. It 
wholesales about 90 per cent of its output through its Cobbie Division, but retails the remainder through 
a mixture of owned and licensed outlets. These outlets, which number 306, with a further 19'.L ieased spaces 
within department stores, are matched to particular shoe brands, so that there is a retailing ·concept" 
Oocation, positioning, service-intensity, etc.) for sub-sets of the 21 brands. Thus, the Hahn Division sells 
branded shoes; the Cincinnati Shoe Group leases departments in low-priced outlets like the Burlington Coat 
Factory chain; the Banister Division uses factory outlets on the outskirts of cities; and concept stores (using 
three different brands of their own, Cobbie Shop, Joyce-Selby and Shop For Pappagallo) sell a wide variety 
of US :;hoe brands. 

Two aspects of this strategy are worthy of attention. First, to manage its dominant market share in 
the industry (data suggest that US Shoe accounts for half of total women's shoe sales in the US with 5777 
million out of total industry shipments of Sl,554 million) the company has decided it must co-ordinate the 
product/channel interface very carefully. It is therefore confr·ually buying, selling, growing, and shrinking 
its channels as tastes and costs change. Thus in 1988 it changed the name of its largest division, the names 
of many concept stores and adopted the umbrella brand Cobbie after extensive market research showed the 
previous name denoted a slightly older woman than the market then being pursued. 

Second, rather than looking wholly overseas to source il<; lower-priced shoes, the company has 
invested heavily in its US planL<;. Manufacturing investment over the period 19R6-1989 totalled S30 million. 
The objectives were twofold. First, by reorganizing the traditional shoe production line with its 97 steps 
into a much smaller number of work cells, each responsible for far more task..;, it collapsed the 
work-in-process inventory and total cycle time (i.e. the time it takes to move one pair of shoes from 3 square 
feet of material into a boxed pair). This not only saves assets; it allows faster response to new tastes since 
fewer pairs of an obsolete style are under production at any one time. Second, the new layout improves 

40 Fort-, Jan II, 1990, p.198. 
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quality since effort is now rewuded at group, not individual. level. and the group is motivated to maximize 
throughput of quality pairs rather than simply to maximize volume. Those changes allowed leather shoes 
to be sold at under $40 per pair, for instance, a hitherto unattainable price-point. 

Prospects for Strategy 2 

The financial results obtained by even the best companies pursuing strategy 2 suggest that there is 
a ceiling on their long-term profitability, created by the low-cost-based threat from strategy 1, on the 
one hand, and the slow character of much of the market pursued traditionally within strategy 2, on 
the other. Virtually a~I the growth in the footwear industry is being captured by - and, indeed, often 
created by - strategy 3 mmpetitors. Moreover, these companies are also fuelled by being in the 
highest-growth parts of the apparel business ~- A third constraint is provided by competition 
within the retailing industry. As the collective share of general retailers like Sears falls, an 
increasingly fragmented set of niche retailers is growing up. As part of their need to differentiate 
themselves, these shops are looking continually for new, unusual products to stock (including 
footwear) and thus establish shopping patterns in whic:b customers compare these idiosyncratic 
offerings with those of the outlets nm or owned by the likes of US. Shoe. There will thus be 
mntinuous competition. both product- and channel-based, with ensuing shorter product life cydes 
and tough~r manufacturing/retailing co-ordination decisions facing strategy 2 companies. The 
decline in return on sales (ROS) suffered by US. Shoe, as wm be discussed at the end of this section, 
suggests that even a well-run firm will face difficult times in this strategic group. 

A view of the relative outlook for firms pursuing strategy 2, as compared to strategy 3, can be 
obtained by looking at the experience of Stride Rite, a Boston-based children's leather footwear 
company, which has moved some of the way from 2 to 3 in the last five years. In the first half of the 
I980s, Stride Rite was similar to US. Shoe (although smaller, with I985 revenues of $238 million) in 
that it manufactured most of its own shoes in the US. Between I983 and I987 it shut seven of its ten 
US factories and consolidated its manufacturing and international divisions into one sourcing 
division. As of I988, the company sourced ils raw materials in eight countries, had sourcing offices 
in four countries, had factories in two countries, and had independently-owned source plants in 
another two countries. 

This change from a US manufacturer to a marketing distributor has been associated with a Ng change 
in operating resulls, with sales growing from $238 million in I985 to $454 million in I989 and net 
income growing from 4.7 per cent of sales to IO.I per cent in I989. In part, this growth reflecls the 
acquisition and subsequent repositioning of the Keds brand. Sales/employee rose from $42,000 in 
1985 to $116,000 in I989. The fundamental change, reflected in the financials, is that of a company 
becoming a marketing- and distribution-focused concern with modest manufacturing. 

Strategy 3: Design and marketing focus 

Companies in the athletic footwear sector best illustrate the strategy of maximizing control, but not 
ownership, over sdected activities in the value chain. The objective of this approach, as distinct from 
strategy 1, is not to provide a range of shoes which retailers will then offer using their own brand names, 
but instead a range which consumers will pull through the distribution channels themselves. 

There are six critical elements here: 

1. Control over the distribution channel: this is effectively ceded by the retailer to the supplier because 
of the recognized power of the shoe brand to create shopping "traffic". In general. the speciali;.t 
athletic shoe stockist wants as broad a range of brands to stock as possible, while the generalist 
(independent or chain) wants to carry three to five brands and three to five use-categories (e.g. 
basketball, tennis, aerobic, running) in each brand, plus two or three others. 
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Whe~ver a successful brand is created, demand explodes so that shortages occur, and only retailers 
in good standing with the manufacturer can expect to obtain delivery. Since loyalty here is to the 
shoe, not the store, the prospects of converting a shopper to a different brand are remote. Surveys 
carried out, for instance by Sporting Goods Dealer magazine, indicate that the criteria by which 
specialist retailers rank Nike, Reebok and other strategy 3 companies, include: product innovation, 
product quality, advertising, packaging, point-of-sale product support, on-time delivery, returns 
policy and responsiveness to complaints. Note that strategy 1 allows competitors to differentiate 
themselves only on four of these eight attributes. 

2. The nature of shopping: within this sector there is compt!tition of different kinds between different 
compani~. It appears to be primarily intra-sectoral rather than cross-sectoral in that individuals 
thinking of buying an athletic/casual shoe will probably go straight to a choice between Nike, 
Reebok. Converse, Adidas, etc. rather than first evaluating such products vis-a-vis the traditional 
manufacturers' shoes. The competition between these companies within the sector has led to three 
size categories emerging: two dominant C'Jlllpanies (Nike and Reebok. with a 55-60 per cent combined 
share since the mid-19805), then a second sub-group (Converse, Adidas, New Balance, Pony) in the 
$100 million range; then a third group (such as Hyde) in the under $100 million sales range. Since 
1985 only one company - LA. Gear - has sprung to the top rank. and its success has been based as 
much upon apparel as on footwear. 

3. Brand name transferability: once a prominent name has been established, with care it can be 
transferred to adjacent products and used to create similar premium-priced items outside of footwear. 
Nike has helped create 37 distinguishab!e athletic footwear and apparel segments (see Ta"-le 2). 
F.stablishing a brand of this power requires massive advertising expense. As Table 3 show three 
of the top companies pursuing strategy 3 on average spend 6 per cent of their sales on advertising. 

Dearly, a critical component of the strategy is ensuring that harmony and consistency exist between 
each stage of the strategy - all the way from design and materials' selection to the choice of retailers, 
celebrities to endorse the product, and advertising. Not many companies are able to juggle all these 
elements at once, explaining the small number of companies which are cal.le to earn consistently 
higher returns than the average being achieved from strategies 1 and 2. 

4. Short product lives: product life-cycles are typically short - a brief as one year for a major (say 5200 
million/year) shoe Jin~ - and can be managed to the disadvantage of competitors. Evidence of this 
comes from the volatility of market shares. In 1986, Adidas, based in West Germany. was the largest 
worldwide athletic shoe producer, with a revenue of 52.4 billion, with Tiger ($8()() million), Puma 
($500 million), Nike ($240 million) and Reebok ($92 million) a long way behind. Since then, Reebok 
and Nike have redefined the market and introduced many new categories, such as aerobic shoes 
(bought primarily by women) and fitness shoes (requiring no breaking-in period, unlike conventional 
athletic shoes). Table 4 indicates the changes in sales and share which have taken place. 

The success of individual brands within manufacturers' product lines can be ·xtraordinary. For 
instance, in 1985 Nike developed the Air Jordan shoe to be promoted by baskdball star Michael 
Jordan. Th··: expected sales of SS million in the first year; in.<;tead, revenue in the first year exceeded 
$100 million (including Air Jordan apparel). However, the following year sales fell off just as 
dramatically. 

5. Served market growth: since the growth of the market is so rapid, extra strain<. arc placed on 
competitors. The US athletic shoe market grew from around Sl.5 million in 1981 to 53 billion in 191'17, 
an estimated SS billion in 1989 and forecast $10 billion in 2000. From 1977 sales of 529 million Nike 
alone grew to 1989 sales of SJ .7 billion and forecast 1990 sales of $2.6 billion. This is equivalent to 
more than the entire shipments of US men's non-athletic shoes in 1988. Each year Nike and Reebok 
are each experiencing revenue growth to the order of 5300-$700 million. 
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Tllhle 2 

NIKE's product segments 

SPORT ACTIVITY Footwear Apparel Accessories 

CORE Basketball (M.W) x x x 
Running (M.W) x x x 
Fitness (M. W) x x 
~ training (M.W) x x --
Tennis {M,W) x x x 
Racquetball x 
Aerobics x x 

OllLDREN'S/ Cycling x x 
INFANTS 
SPECIALITY Track and field x 

Hiking x x x 
Walking x 
Golf x x 
Soccer x x 
Baseball x 
Softball x 
Football x 
Squash x 
Field hockey x 
Lacrosse x 
Volleyball x 
Cheerleading x 
Wrestling x 
Water sports x x 

Note: M =Men's; W =Women's 
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Advertising/promotional expenditures of 
top three athletic shoe companies 

($ million/pm:aitagr:s) 

COMPANY 1988 1987 1986 1985 

Expenditures 
NIKE $110.3 $75.6 $ 64.3 $66.0 
Reebok 73.9 35.6 15.5 5.6 
LA.Gear 12.6 5.4 2.6 0.5 

10TAL $196.8 $116.6 $82.4 s 72.1 

Perrmt of sales: 
NIKE 7.3 7.9 6.8 6.3 
Reebok 4.1 2.6 1.7 1.8 
LA.Gear 5.6 7.6 1.2 4.5 

10TAL 5.6 4.8 4.3 5.3 

Percent of SCA: 
NIKE 36.6 35.9 30.1 32.0 
Reebok 18.0 14.3 11.2 10.5 
LA. Gear 23.4 26.3 25.2 18.5 

TOTAL 25.7 23.4 22.8 27.4 
;>lfl!Jll'son Le/".m:zn nurron 

Athletic footwear market share and rever.ue estimates 

1986 worldwide 1989 us 
Manufacturer Revenue Share Revenue 

Adidas $ 2.040 22 

Asics Tiger $ 800 9 

Puma $ 500 5 

Nike $ 241 3 $ 1,710 

Reebok $ 92 1 s 1,710 

Others: total $ 5,6'0 61 -
Others: LAQ?ar s 329 

Others: Adidas USA $ 263 

All others $ 2,558 

TOTAL $ 9,282 100 s 6,570 

Tllble 3 

CAGR Ji 

18.7 
136.3 
197.4 

39.8 

4.5 
4.5 

18.5 
18.5 

Table 4 

Share 

26 

26 

~ 

5 

4 

39 

100 
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6. Intematioml man.1gement: the brand man.1gement of the kind required here is inherently 
intematioml in scope, even though the essence of the product can be mamged by 10or1J) brand 
nanagers based in the US. Virtmlly all athletic footwear sold in the US is imported. Having first 
established a manufacturing plant in the US in 1974. Nike now obtains ils shoes from 35 or so 
overseas plants, with products mming from the Republic of Korea (54Ji), Thailand (18Ji), Taiwan 
(15Ji). Indonesia (51). and Chim (7Ji). Reebok and LA Gear source virtually all their production in 
the Republic of Korea. Nike's apparel products are sourad about IYlf fr.>m the US and IYlf from 
Taiwan and TNiland. 

Other foreign involvement includes the ownership of distributorships in nine countries in Europe. 
with sales in a further 50 muntries handled by independent distributors and licensees. Foreign 
footwear sales amounted to 5280 mm in 1989 and foreign apparel sales to S70 million for Nike. The 
bulk of foreign sales were in Europe ($233 million) and Can.1da ($32 million). 

Prospects for striltegy 3 

The outlook for companies in this group over the next decade will be slYped by three main forces: 

1. The market for athletic wear of all kinds will be fut-growing. Shoe Qles are forecut to 
double between 1990 and '1JOO, to reach $10 billion per year. 

2. The intersection of leisure, fitness and fashion is likely to be full of opportunity for 
manufacturers. 

J. US-based companies are well-placed to gain a growing share of this expenditure since much 
of the trend is fuelled by interest in US sports and culture generally. 

All this suggests immense opportunity for the four, six or eight companies which can keep balancing 
the manufacturing/marketing judgements needed to stay in the public eye. But there will be few such 
companies: for others, the best option will lie in being suppliers of inputs. 

The strategies compared 

It is possible to characterize the results of these different striltegies in three ways. 

First, a simple comparison of return on sales (ROS) shows that, largely by virtue of the premium 
prices its products can command, Nike and others in group 3 are able to achieve high and consistent ROS 
(see Figure 2). US Shoe, by comparison, has experienced a falling ROS and a lower average ROS than the 
strategy 3 group. This reflects the fact that the customers are more price-elastic, and have more substitute 
non-branded products available to them. The ROS attained by strategy 1 is even lower than this, and 
reflects the fact that these companies are typically price-taking, atomistic suppliers to their customers. The 
bar chart of ROS for 1989 shows the full dispersion of results, and reveals a broad mapping of ROS to 
strategy (Figure 3). 

The second comparison is illustrated by return on managed assets (see Figure 4). This shows that 
Nike enjoys both high gross margins and high asset turnover (or sales/as.o;ets ratio) reflecting its use of 
other companies' assets for production. It also reflects the way it lock.o; its customer.> into six· month forward 
orders for shoes (this will be discussed later in detail). US Shoe is again showing a less advantageou!' 
po,.ition on both axes, despite its efforts to shorten manufacturing cycle times and inventory in general. It<. 
asset turnover in 19ff9 remained at 1.7. Strategy 1 companies tended to have higher asset turnover if they 
were not also integrated into retailing. 
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Finally, Figure 5 compares sales/employee for each company for 1989. The range there is large- with 
about a 10 to 1 nnge between the high and low observations. This indiates the different degrees to which 
companies have been sUCa!SSful in their pursuit of efficiency and it also hinls at the degree 
to which different strategies allow different efficiency levels to be reached. Clearly, running an opention 
with only sales and marketing in the US requires very different levels of employment and asset intensity 
from a fully-integrated manufacturing and retailing operation. 

The evolving strategic environment 

1. lntanationaliution 

a) Retailer-led 

An important aspect of the athletic shoe market is that it is being taken international by retailers to 
a large extent. For instance, the Footlocker division of Woolworths is growing fast in Europe, and, 
as the biggest Nike customer in the US, will funnel sales growth into Europe for that supplier. 
Adidas and Puma, the established brands in Europe, are expected to see some share declines as a 
result. 

b) Product-led 

Foreign sales of shoes by Nike in 1989 amounted to $349 million, up from $303 million in 1988. This 
suggests major new trer.ds in the international Oow of value added in footwear. If one assumes a 
63 per cent cost of goods sold on Nike's shoes (the reported figure in their 1989 annual report) then 
total import value accounted for by the company must have been 63 per cent of total sales (Sl,710 
million) or 51,()74 million. Export revenue was $349 million, so that the US net shoe deficit for Nike 
was $725 million. However, this figure is falling fast, as exports are growing much faster than total 
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c) Desip-led 

For years, design studios - typically small and often in Italy and Sp.in - have sold designs to 
footwear manufactwers in the US. Now US design groups, like those within Reebok and Nike, are 
able to export their work back to Europe and other region-;. 

2. Technological change 

a) Process improvement 

As noted in the discussion of US Shoe, manufacturers in developed market economies have the 
option of tightening product cycle time by re-organizing the flow of work through their plants. In 
the case of US Shoe this has resulted in an estimated inventory/sales ratio of 16 per cent which is 
comparable with the 13 per cent achieved by Nike, which does not have any US production and 
merely imports. (See Table 5 for several comparisons of asset efficiencies.) 

b) Design improvement 

CAD/CAM is increasingly used in the design of shoes, both to allow prototypes to be looked at early 
in the design cycle, and to help build "manufacturability", or ease of production, into the shoe from 
the start. As the number of parts in a shoe and the number of assembly steps required fall, cost 
savings will follow, although there is as yet no clear evidence of this in the ratio of cost of goods sold 
to sales revenue in aggregate US data. Between 1972 and 1987, mat .. '1'ials as a pen:entage of 
non-rubber footwear shipment value actually rose from 43 to 4R per cent, while for men's non-athletic 
shoes it also rose, from 48 to 50 per cent. 

.. 
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Inventory imeo~ement 

Using infomution technology and decision support software to hdp predict the length of the product 
cycle. hAs aUowed some manufacturers to further reduce their shoe inventories. Nike hAs introduced 
the •Futures• prognaune. whettby if mailers book their orders 5 to 6 montm ahead, Nike guuantees 
90 per cent delivery within the targeted cbtr and at the agreed pr=.ce. In 1989 this agreement covered 
nearly 80 per cent of aU its US orders. For N"tke a dramatic fall in inventory to sales, &om 31 per cent 
in 1984 to an average of 15 per cent OVtt 1987-89, hAs been achieved, allowing the company to save 
on its working G1pml. 

TllbkS 

Stntegy Company lnvenaory/sales (I) s.Jes/ usets Plant/sales (I) 

1 Genesco (1987) 31 2.0 N/A 

2 USShoe 16 1.7 20 

3 Nike 13 2.1 5.3 

Note: Assumes US Shoe t'ootwear assets are proportional to weight of footwear within total 
company sales. 

Short term opportunity for newcomers to leather footwear 

The nature of the changes described above should imply considerable opportunity for developing 
country-based suppliers. The evitience ror this would be: 

a) Rapid growth of demand in some shoe categories; 
b) Price level reaching $200 per pair for some categories; 
c) Increasing nt:o!d for suitable sub<ontnctors able to deliver quickly at high quality, with cost no longer 

the paramount criterion for retaining the business (although still important). 

Nevertheless, opportunities for developing countries are still somewhat limited for three types of 
reasons. First, the key value-adding functions outside manufacturing tend to be tightly controlled by the 
companies with brands. Thus, while some revenue growth will pass to suppliers, the bulk will be retained 
by the holder of the rent-producing asset, which, in the case of strategy 3 companies and somewhat in 
strategy 2, is their brand name. Second, where opportunity most plainly exists, it will continue to be in the 
most margin-sensitive parts of the busines.-;, specifically provision of hides and skins to lower-value 
manufacturers following strategy 1, and to a lesser extent, strategy 2. Design opportunities will exist, but 
by their very nature will be modest in revenue terms. Third, the impmvemenl<; being made in the 
manufacturing by some strategy 2 companies suggest that the traditional role of developing country 
companies in manufacturing may be constrained in future. The tension between the return of production 
to the market country the one hand and the use of over5eas production on the other will probably evolve 
company-by<ompany rather than cri-;ply along strategy group lines. But the recent experience of companil>s 
in the US, who have found that there are many changes they can make which enhance their cycle times, 
time to market, asset efficiency, and respon5e to ret•ilers' needs, indicate that in the future, developing 
country suppliers will be competing against capital improvements within their clients' plant5 in developed 
countries. Table 6 summari~.es thes<' point5. 
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Ttlbk 6 

Opportunities for new entAnts in the loatllft footwur industry 

OPPORTUNITY AS 
STRATEGY GROUP 

SUPPLIER WHOLE- OVERSEAS DESIGNER 
SALER AGENT 

Always chances Low fashion Moderate; 
1 Lowc:ost to bid below a>ntent Value I weight depends on 

mmufacturu current millitates ratio good 
suppliers; low against shoes unfavorable comm uni-

margin the being lcttnly cations 
norm sought 

Umited appeal 
2 VS Shoe As above Always beyond narrow Opportunities 

opportonuties niches (e.g. exist 
boots) 

Restricted to 
highest quality, None; company 

3 Nike high-volume, in US controls None None 
flexible-mix this key lever 
suppliets 

Short term opportunity for Brazilian companies - a brief case study 

To take a fuller look at the forces just described, a selection of leather footwear companies in Brazil 
was examined. This section reports on the ways in which they are responding to the increasing competition 
they face from tied suppliers in Asia, on the one hand, and to a revitaliud US footwear industry, on the 
other. 

The background of this endeavor is as follows: 

about 4,000 rompanies produce 570 million pairs per year; 
Brazil was the fourth-largest footwear manufacturer in the world in 1989; 
Brazil was the sixth-largest footwear exporter in 1989, with exports worth 513 billion and 155 
million pairs sent abroad; 
85 per cent of exports are women's shoes, made primarily in the Rio Grande do Sul area. 
Men's shoes are made chiefly in Sao Paulo state; 
69 per cent of exports in 1989 were sent to the US; most of the rest to Europe; 
Average export price per pair in 1989 was S9 for women's shoes; 
95 million pairs of athletic shoes are made per year, of which 10 per cent are exported. Most 
of these are low-end canvas shoes. 

Needless to say, within this large collection of companies, there is a variety of efforts under way, 
directed at three ot>;ectives: 

a) An effort to sell directly to USA retail chains rather than going thmugh importers; 
b) An effort to establish and support indigenous brands rather than relying on brands established by 

US retailers; 
c) A general effort to enhance design and material quality, particularly for export customers. 
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While there ue cle.uly a variety of strategies under way in the Bnziliiln footweu industry, one can 
see in them an echo of the experience of the US industry. Two starkly opposing appro;aches stilnd out: 
stilying with anonymous exporting of shoes, sold in bulk to US importers, in competition with m;any other 
Br.uiliiln m;anufilcturers; or trying to gain ll'IOn! of the value added by creating a brand to which. ultimiltely, 
consumers in the importing country will be attracted. Neither path is eilSy, given thilt m;any companies can 
pwsue both simultilneously, but the forces at work in the U~ suggests thilt the rewuds ilSSOCiilt~ with the 
liltter justify the efforts required to compete at this level. 

Longer term implications 

a) The intanationalization of consumption patterns 

To the extent thilt tastes become more simililr across countries, athletic shoes will be among the 
products most affected. Moreover, ilS brands incre;asingly assume cross-border power, the outlook for 
strategy 3 companies bilSed in the US will be inuneme. The challenge for companies in the importing 
countries will be to try to convert some of this growing dem;and into domestic value added. Some of the 
appeill of US shoes is, however, their very foreignness, so this will present comidenble problems. As the 
section on Br.uilian m;anufilc:turers indicated, some are trying to do this now, hilving ...ttn the 
disproportioNte benefits which can accrue to this appro.ch. The problem, of course, will lie in managing 
a new brand from overseas. Successful cross-bonier brand introductions tend to hilve been achieved with 
already-estilblished brands, such ilS Mercedes Benz. Perrier and Perry Ellis, where the company has already 
had experience with all the aspects of brand 11\ilnilgement in a m;arlcet thilt is dose to home. 

b) Market adjacency issues 

lncre;asingly, companies following strategy 3 are redefining the distinctiom between consumption 
categories, so that an acceptilble shoe brand can become a desirable apparel t::and. This natunlly gives the 
shoe manufilcturer a chance to create a broader product range over which to exercise premium pricing and 
channel control. The old adage about development being the difference between the price of a kilo of beans 
in Ghana and a Hershey bar in New York is relevant here in providing a paradigm for thinking about how 
much value added in manufacturing will always accrue to the owner of a successful brand. This suggests 
again that smaller competitors face considerable challenges in the leather footwear industry of tomorrow. 
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SUMMARY 

The shoe indmtry in the US and in other developed market economies has been revolutionalized by 
a small number of compAnies ,,...-. an integrated policy of product development. aa:ompuied by 
intense aclverming and public relations. These companies have enjoyed the fastest growth-rates the 
footwear industry his seen in generations. Seeing this. IMllY of the more traditioml companies mve been 
farced ID imitate some of the innovatiom for (ear of losi11g even more of their revenue growth. Some have 
been partially sua:essful in cutting the cost of production and the ~ly long cycle times asMXiated 
with slme production. Othas have noL Even more traditional ccmpanies, selfing shoes to wholesalers for 
subsequent branding and distribution. have round the returns IO -heir activities continuing to fall. 

For companies not already able to exploit the changes underway, the challenge is severe. The drift 
of value-added is unmistabbly towards the bnnd. The drift of value is also towards those parts of value 
added that are closest lo the end-user (the customer) and away from the manufacturer. All the trends point 
IO the extreme difficulty of being a newcomer; having said tMt. it mmt be remembered tMt in 19'14 Nike 
was a newcomer lo an indmtry which 60 loolced mature, low-profit. and staid - and twenty years later it 
had c:realed revenues greater than the entire indmtry l\i':.i earned when it had started. Evidence from 
Brazilian shoe manufacturers suggests tMt some at least •re reacting aggressively IO these changes, and will 
attempt to create and retain more value per pmr tMn hitherto has been the norm. 

The shelf-time of leathergoods tends to decrease, particularly for athletic footwear which are strongly 
glamorized by advertising relating them IO the populuity of certain athletes. 

Product differentiation 

Cost economizing is a strategy lo defend market shares against new entrants with lower cost labour. 
A more offensive strategy, seeking growth through quality and diversity, consists of developing products 
that are distinct and cannot easily be copied. 

At first sight. there seems to be only nanow scope of products in the leather industry. But the 
industry actually includes a range of products with each being differentiated according to certain attributes. 
Footwear, for instance, includes different products intended for different uses: dress, casual, sport, work. 
home; they are used by men. women. or children. In every cell, matching a use an1J a user (say men's 
athletic shoes), footwear may in tum be differentiated in terms of design. quality, image, comfort,. price, etc. 

Among the various shapes that shoes can take, some may be considered as different products (a ski 
shoe differs from a ballet shoe), others merely as variations of a given product (high-heeled women's shoes 
of different designs). Economists will talk of different products when the items cannot reasonably be 
substituted for each other (ski shoes for baUet shoes) and of differentiated products when the items are 
similar enough to serve the same purpose and yet possess distinct characteristics allowing the buyers to 
rank them by order of preference (for instance anonymous high-heeled shoes and ,.,randed ones can both 
serve as dress shoes but buyers will normalry prefer the latter). It may seem pedantic to dwell on the 
nuance that separates the concepts of different and differentiated products; however, it is important to 
understand this distinction in order IO delineate the strategies of product innovation and product 
differenti.ition. 

.. 




